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ABSTRACT

Krishna, Abhinav. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2015. Analysis of a Rotating
Spool Expander for Organic Rankine Cycle Applications. Major Professor: Eckhard
Groll, School of Mechanical Engineering.

Increasing interest in recovering or utilizing low-grade heat for power generation
has prompted a search for ways in which the power conversion process may be enhanced.
Amongst the conversion systems, the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) has generated an
enormous amount of interest amongst researchers and system designers. Nevertheless,
component level technologies need to be developed and match the range of potential
applications. In particular, technical challenges associated with scaling expansion
machines (turbines) from utility scale to commercial scale have prevented widespread
adoption of the technology. In this regard, this work focuses on a novel rotating spool
expansion machine at the heart of an Organic Rankine Cycle.
A comprehensive, deterministic simulation model of the rotating spool expander
is developed. The comprehensive model includes a detailed geometry model of the spool
expander and the suction valve mechanism. Sub-models for mass flow, leakage, heat
transfer and friction within the expander are also developed. Apart from providing the
ability to characterize the expander in a particular system, the model provides a valuable
tool to study the impact of various design variables on the performance of the machine.

xviii
The investigative approach also involved an experimental program to assess the
performance of a working prototype. In general, the experimental data showed that the
expander performance was sub-par, largely due to the mismatch of prevailing operating
conditions and the expander design criteria. Operating challenges during the shakedown
tests and subsequent sub-optimal design changes also detracted from performance.
Nevertheless, the results of the experimental program were sufficient for a proof-ofconcept assessment of the expander and for model validation over a wide range of
operating conditions.
The results of the validated model reveal several interesting details concerning the
expander design and performance. For example, the match between the design expansion
ratio and the system imposed pressure ratio has a large influence on the performance of
the expander. Further exploration shows that from an operating perspective, underexpansion is preferable to over-expansion. The model is also able to provide insight on
the dominant leakage paths in the expander and points to the fact that this is the primary
loss mechanism in the current expander. Similar insights are obtained from assessing the
sensitivity of various other design variables on expander performance. Based on the
understanding provided by the sensitivity analysis, exercising the validated model
showed that expander efficiencies on the order of 75% are imminently possible in an
improved design. Therefore, with sufficient future development, adoption of the spool
expander in ORC systems that span a 50 kW – 200 kW range is broadly feasible.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background
The global drive toward increasing energy efficiency and promoting renewable

energy adoption as a means of mitigating climate change and achieving energy security
has provided the impetus for developing new technologies that unlock potential in these
areas. Indeed, in many prominent reports (e.g. Perry, 2008), overcoming technical
challenges associated with renewable energy adoption and energy efficiency have been
ranked amongst the greatest development challenges of the 21st century.
Several renewable energy sources, including geothermal, biomass and solar,
intrinsically provide low-grade heat (at temperatures between 60°C – 300°C).
Furthermore, thermodynamic considerations mean that a large amount of low-grade heat
is discharged from power plants, automobiles and various other industrial processes. In
fact, in the United States, over two-thirds of the primary energy supply is ultimately
rejected as low-grade waste heat according to the World Energy Council (2006).
Recovering low-grade heat, therefore, is increasingly becoming an economic and
environmental imperative (Krishna, 2012).
Low-grade waste heat, largely at a temperature level between 30°C – 300°C, is
primarily a product of thermo-mechanical energy conversion losses. Until recently,
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recovering energy at these temperatures was not viable due to the inherently low
exergetic potential and the associated cost impediments. However, due to the rising cost
and environmental premium being placed on energy resources, various system level
technologies have been proposed and developed to recover low-grade waste heat. Figure
1-1 lists common heat sources and their temperature levels, as well as the system level
technologies that could be used for a given temperature range to recover the available
heat.

Figure 1-1: Heat sources, their temperature levels and heat recovery technologies
(reproduced from Krishna, 2012).
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1.2

Motivation
Amongst the conversion systems, the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) shown in

Figure 1-2 has generated an enormous amount of interest amongst researchers and system
designers (Enertime, 2013). The reasons for this include simplicity, ubiquity of potential
applications and customizability depending on the application. Nevertheless, component
level technologies need to be developed and match the range of potential applications
before the ORC gains widespread adoption.

Low-Grade Heat Source TH

Evaporator

(1)

Expander
(4)
Condenser

Pump

(2)

(3)

Environment TL

Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of the Organic Rankine Cycle (reproduced from
Krishna, 2012).

One of the most prominent technical challenges associated with ORCs is scaling
the technology from utility-scale to commercial-scale. This is particularly important
because the potential heat sources for the ORC are usually not available at the utility
scale, or are better employed for small-scale distributed power generation rather than
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centralized utility-scale generation. For example, energy recovered from the exhaust
gases of automobiles is better utilized within the automobile; transferring the power
generated from the exhaust gases to a central grid is impractical. A similar argument may
be made for solar energy: generating electricity on a distributed scale may avoid the need
for large-scale energy storage, mitigate transmission and distribution losses and simplify
the economics linked with solar energy adoption.
The scalability of ORCs is predominantly influenced by the expansion machines
(turbines) utilized in the system. For systems below 500 kW of power generating capacity,
positive displacement expanders are generally preferred to turbines. This is because at
this scale, positive displacement expanders offer lower rotational speeds which eliminates
or reduces the need for gearing, better efficiency, the ability to operate under large
pressure ratios and lower cost. Therefore, a study of positive displacement expanders for
ORC systems forms the primary motivation of this work.

1.3

Objective
The objective of this work is to develop a comprehensive understanding of the

rotating spool expander for use in ORC applications. The spool expander provides a new
rotating expansion mechanism, and has several advantages over other expander designs
in terms of efficiency, manufacturability and cost. The goal is to develop a robust
modeling and experimental framework in order to assess the performance of the machine
and use it as a benchmark for comparison with other technologies.
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A deterministic model – as opposed to purely empirical or semi-empirical model –
provides the opportunity to characterize the inherent physical phenomena occurring in the
machine. Given that this is a first prototype of a novel concept, it is important to
understand the physical features in order to lend credibility to future improvements.
Furthermore, a deterministic model is far less computationally expensive than a
Computational Fluid Dynamics model, and can be effectively used as a tool to conduct
parametric studies on future design improvements.
The experimental program, on the other hand, has three primary objectives: the first
to serve as a proof of concept platform for the technology to give it a first order of
credibility; the second, to provide valuable first-hand experience relating to the operation
of the machine in low-fidelity environments; third, to serve as a basis for model
validation. Ultimately, this would lead to a better understanding of the machine and
forms the first step that could potentially lead to its widespread adoption.

1.4

Approach
In order to fulfill the objectives of this project, the following approach was

adopted:


Literature and patent search of expander technology.



Identification of gaps in current expander technology that are impediments to
Organic Rankine Cycle implementation.



Proposal and development of a new expander design.
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Development of a mechanistic, physics based model for the new expander. The
model includes sub-models for the expander geometry, mass flow, leakage, heat
transfer and friction.



An experimental program to characterize the performance of the expander in an
Organic Rankine Cycle system.



Validation of simulation model using the results of the experimental program.



Exercising the model to identify potential design changes for performance
improvements.



Identification of opportunities to refine model.
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CHAPTER 2. CURRENT STATUS OF TECHNOLOGY

Expander technology inevitably relies on positive displacement compressor
technology because of the abundant use of the latter in HVAC&R technology and in
internal combustion engines. In particular, the most widespread positive displacement
expanders (and compressors) are the scroll, piston, screw and rotary designs. A short
summary of the previous literature for each of these is provided below, along with a
description of their advantages and disadvantages.

2.1

Piston Expanders
Piston expanders are used in small-scale Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants

and for waste heat recovery in internal combustion engines (Endo et al., 2007; Seher et al.,
2012). They have also been proposed for use as work recovery devices intended to
replace the expansion valve in refrigeration cycles (Baek et al., 2005). Amongst the
positive displacement devices, piston expanders are perhaps the most adaptable with
respect to scale and operating conditions. They can have displacements ranging from a
few milliliters up to 75 liters and a corresponding power output ranging from the subkilowatt scale to over 200 kW (Lemort et al., 2013).
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The temperature and pressure at the inlet of piston expanders can be as high as 70
bar/560°C (Platell, 1993); the internal volume ratio can be as high as 14 (Lemort et al.,
2013) with a correspondingly high pressure ratio. They also have excellent leakage
performance due to the superior sealing characteristics of piston rings compared with the
sealing devices on other positive displacement compressors and expanders. Piston
expanders also benefit from the fact that there is an abundance of literature available on
their design and performance due to their extensive use in HVAC&R technology and
internal combustion engines.
Despite these benefits, piston expanders suffer from a number of drawbacks that
render them less efficient than other types of expanders. The inherent clearance volume
results in loss of volumetric efficiency and, by extension, potential work. This is a
particular problem at off-design conditions, where the clearance volume and
recompression losses may increase. The piston expander also requires the use of valves to
control the suction process, and may either use valves or exhaust ports to control the
discharge process (Platell, 1993). These result in flow losses due to both friction and form
drag and add to the recompression loss. The use of piston rings also necessitates
lubrication, which limits the choice of working fluids and the operating temperatures.
Oil-free piston expanders have been proposed (e.g Sanderson et al., 2002), but suffer
from a tradeoff between manufacturability with respect to stack tolerances and leakage
performance. At large scales (above 200 kW), piston expanders are not cost or
performance competitive with screw expanders.
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2.2

Scroll Expanders
Scroll machines dominate the compressor market for the HVAC&R industry,

particularly at scales below 75 kW of cooling capacity. They are found in equal measure
in the expander market at scales below 75 kW of power generating capacity. Scroll
machines generally offer the highest overall isentropic efficiencies amongst the positive
displacement devices in the compressor market; since the fundamental characteristics are
very similar for an expander, it would ostensibly be the most efficient in expander mode
(Hugenroth, 2006). The high overall isentropic efficiency comes from a high volumetric
efficiency and the fact that valving is unnecessary – the discharge condition is imposed
by the geometry of the machine (Bell, 2011). Scroll expanders usually incorporate axial
and radial compliances, which necessitate the need for lubrication and tip seals. However,
they are operated in oil-free mode in certain systems (Shaffer, 2012). Scroll expanders
have achieved pressure ratios of up to 15 with inlet temperatures of up to 215°C (Lemort
et al., 2006).
Despite the proven performance of scroll compressors and expanders, the scroll
machine has distinct disadvantages in terms of scalability and cost. At scales above 75
kW of power output, the scroll wraps become excessively large since they cannot be
extended in the axial direction due to manufacturing considerations (i.e. tool deflection).
This causes the number of sealing points increases as the length of the scroll wrap
increases, and consequently, the leakage performance erodes. At large scales, the forces
acting on the scroll tips can also be prohibitively high. Scroll expanders are also amongst
the most expensive to manufacture and at large scales, are not cost competitive with
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piston or screw expanders. The operating temperatures of the scroll expanders may also
be limited by the thermal expansion of the central part of the machine (Wang et al., 2009),
which leads to excessive scroll contact and subsequent wear and reliability issues.

2.3

Screw Expanders
Screw machines are found at relatively large scales – between 100 kW and 1 MW

– in the compressor and expander markets. This is because at smaller scales, screw
machines tend to suffer from low volumetric performance (Stošić, 2004). Above 100 kW
however, the manufacturability of screw machines improves and they start to exhibit
excellent leakage performance. Like the scroll machine, the outlet condition for the screw
expander is imposed by the geometry of the machine, and does not require any valving.
Screw expanders have achieved large volume ratios, with values as high as 8 found in the
literature (Guillaume et al., 2012). Depending on the application, very high inlet
temperatures (above 1000°C) have been reported (Wells et al., 1996). Screw expanders
usually need lubrication to ensure minimal friction and leakage at the contact point of the
rotor lobes and at the rotor ends. However, like scroll machines, they may be operated oil
free in niche applications (Smith et al., 2001).
Screw expanders suffer from some of the same disadvantages as scroll machines.
In particular, manufacturability and cost are key concerns. While Lysholm developed the
screw machine in the 1930s, it was not possible to manufacture them until the 1970s.
They remain expensive to manufacture because of the inherent complexity of the lobe
profiles. At smaller scales, manufacturing limitations mean that leakage performance, and
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consequently the volumetric efficiency, is poor. While the volumetric efficiency
improves at larger scales, piston compressors and expanders remain in use in applications
up to 200 kW despite being less efficient than screw machines because they are more cost
competitive. Furthermore, the twin-screw design requires a timing gear mechanism which
increases frictional losses and reduces efficiency. The single screw eliminates the need
for the gearing mechanism, but the other concerns remain. At high pressure ratios, the
axial thrust load due to the nature of operation can become a concern. Above 1 MW,
dynamic machines such as centrifugal, radial and axial turbines are more viable from a
cost and performance standpoint.

2.4

Rotary Expanders
Rotary designs, which include rolling piston, sliding vane and revolving vane

machines, are found in limited use in small scale compressor applications. Rotary vane
expanders have been proposed (Yang et al., 2009), but have gained little traction in the
market. The primary advantage of rotary designs is cost (Kemp et al., 2008). They do not
match the efficiency of scroll or screw machines for reasons explained below, but they
can be more efficient than piston expanders in applications where the capacity varies.
This is because they do not suffer the same degradation in volumetric efficiency as the
expansion ratio is varied. Rotary designs also have an advantage in that they can be
scaled up or down very easily. Despite the fact that they are mainly found in applications
below 50 kW, there is no manufacturing or cost impediment that prevents them from
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being used in larger applications. The primary barrier in adoption at these scales is the
low efficiency compared to other designs.
Conventional rotary designs are less efficient than scroll and screw machines
because they suffer from a severe design tradeoff between leakage and friction (Mathison,
2012). As the force holding the vane or rolling piston against the housing is increased, the
leakage performance improves but the frictional losses increase. If the force is reduced,
the frictional losses reduce but the leakage increases. This tradeoff becomes even more
critical at large scales because the contact area required for sealing and prevention of
leakage increases. Therefore, conventional rotary devices do not scale up suitably well.

2.5

Conclusions from Literature Review
A review of the literature points to the fact that the scalability of a particular

positive displacement expander design is a critical parameter in determining its
applicability in a particular system. Note that in this case, scalability encompasses other
parameters including efficiency, manufacturability, and cost. Figure 2-1 illustrates the
scales that characterize the applicability of each positive expander type. It can be viewed
as a culmination of the literature review presented above, and has taken into
consideration the operating map of various expander designs presented by Quoilin et al.
(2012).
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Figure 2-1: Positive displacement expander types and their suitable capacity scales.

An important question emanating from the literature review is the following: can
a new expander design achieve the performance of screw and scroll machines with the
ease of manufacturing and cost platform of a rotary or piston design. In this regard, the
rotating spool design presented by Kemp et al. (2008) offers a possible solution. It
modifies the rotary mechanism to a point where the tradeoff between leakage and friction
is reduced, and could potentially perform at a level that is comparable to scroll and screw
machines. The design inherently incorporates easy to manufacture components, and is
scalable in wide range. Therefore, a detailed modeling effort to characterize the
performance of a rotating spool expander would represent a useful contribution, and
forms the basis of this work.
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CHAPTER 3. ROTATING SPOOL EXPANDER DESIGN AND WORKING
PRINCIPLE

The rotating spool expander has a similar design and working principle to the rotating
spool compressor presented by Kemp et al. (2008). An assembly view of the spool
expander is given in Figure 3-1. The spool assembly rotates about an eccentric axis fixed
within the expander (stator) housing as shown in Figure 3-2. The void between the stator
housing and the spool hub defines the working volume. The working volume is divided
by a vane (or gate) that extends axially from the spool hub to the stator housing bore as
shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4. The vane (also called gate) may be sealed at the
distal end with a tip seal. The division of the working volume gives rise to the suction,
expansion and discharge chambers. The chambers are sealed axially by rotating endplates
forming a spool as shown in Figure 3-3. Having endplates that rotate potentially improves
sealing performance between the spool assembly and the housing, and reduces precision
machining requirements (Kemp et al., 2008).
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Figure 3-1: Partial assembly view of the rotating spool expander showing key features.

Figure 3-2: Simplified view of spool assembly and stator housing.
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Figure 3-3: Simplified view of spool assembly.

Figure 3-4: Cutaway rear view of the rotating spool expander showing key features.
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A key feature of the rotating spool expander is the eccentric cam shown in Figure
3-5. The eccentric cam is attached on a fixed eccentric shaft about which the spool rotates.
The profile of the eccentric cam and gate faces determine the position of the gate
throughout the spool’s rotation. Therefore, the radial position of the vane tip relative to
the housing can be tightly controlled throughout spool rotation. This reduces the tradeoff
between leakage and friction significantly, because there is no need to increase the
contact area between the gate and the housing to ensure good leakage performance.

Figure 3-5: Eccentric cam and gate (vane) mechanism.

The spool expander also incorporates a novel, cam-driven suction valve
mechanism, shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-4. The working principle is as follows: the
cam groove profile is machined into the rotating end plates of the expander. The cam
groove drives an oscillating roller follower, which in this case is a pin/bushing that is part
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of the suction valve assembly. The movement of the pin causes the suction valve to rotate.
The openings in the suction valve align with those bored into the expander housing in
chosen proportions at various crank angles, allowing a prescribed amount of charge to
enter the suction chamber of the expander. This is unique to the rotating spool expander
and provides the ability to control the expansion ratio of the machine.

In essence, the differences between the spool design and a rotary vane expander
can be summarized as follows:


The vane is constrained by means of an eccentric cam allowing its distal end to be
held in very close proximity to the expander housing while never contacting it. A
tip seal closes the clearance gap between the vane and housing.



The rotor is fixed to endplates that rotate with the central hub and vane, thus
forming a rotating spool. A cam groove is machined into the end plates, which
drives the suction valve.



Dynamic seals are needed to isolate the various process pockets from each other
as well as from the expander shell.

These changes provide a new way of harnessing the advantages in manufacturing and
cost of rotary designs, while perhaps matching the performance of scroll and screw
expanders. Given the promise of the technology as a compressor (Orosz et al., 2012), a
detailed model is warranted in order to explore the design space of the spool expander.
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CHAPTER 4. ROTATING SPOOL EXPANDER MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A comprehensive model development for the spool expander follows the same
approach as detailed by Bell (2011), Bradshaw (2012) and Mathison (2012) for positive
displacement compressors. In particular, analytical expressions for the suction valve
mechanism and expander geometry are developed. This forms the basis of the leakage
and mass flow sub-models. A heat transfer sub-model is then added, which forms part of
the overall energy balance. Each of these sub-models is described in detail below.

4.1

Suction Valve Model
The suction valve model requires a kinematic analysis to develop an expression

for the valve area opening as a function of the rotor crank angle. In this regard, the
standard inversion analysis presented by Norton (2009) provides the framework to
characterize the cam-oscillator mechanism. After careful review, a 4-5-6-7 polynomial
cam profile was chosen because of the continuous acceleration and jerk profiles of the
oscillating roller follower. In a 4-5-6-7 polynomial cam profile, the displacement of the
oscillating roller follower is given by:
5
6
7
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s  h 35    84    70    20   
 
 
   
   

(4.1)
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where s is the follower displacement in units of length, h is the total lift in units of length,

 is the camshaft angle, and  total angle of any segment (i.e. rise, fall or dwell).
Taking subsequent derivatives, the expressions for the velocity, acceleration and jerk,
respectively, are given as:
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(4.4)

Once the cam profile is selected, it is possible to analytically determine the coordinates of the cam surface profile and the path of the oscillating roller follower. The
latter is of particular interest to determine the valve area opening as a function of the rotor
crank angle. Figure 4-1 shows the pertinent geometry for calculating the path of the
oscillating roller follower. Note that for the purposes of this analysis, the cam is the
rotating endplate into which the groove profile is machined as shown in Figure 3-1, and
the oscillating roller follower is the pin/bushing that is part of the suction valve assembly.
The variables xb and yb are the coordinates of the follower arm pivot in the global XY coordinate system. In the case of the suction valve mechanism analyzed here, it represents
the eccentricity (horizontal and vertical) of the valve center with respect to the cam center.
These values, along with the distance from the valve center to the roller follower center
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represented by l, must be fixed a priori before an analysis of the cam-oscillator
mechanism can be formed.

Figure 4-1: Geometry for calculating the follower path of an oscillating roller follower
(modified from Norton 2009).

The following expressions describe the geometry that characterizes the cam-follower
mechanism:
The distance from the cam center to the valve center, c, is given as:

c  xb 2  yb 2

(4.5)
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The distance from the cam center to roller follower center at θ=0 (also known as the
prime circle radius), b, is given as:
(4.6)
b  rb  rd
where rb is the base circle radius of the cam and rd is the radius of the roller follower.
The angle between the cam center and the valve center, represented as  , is computed as:

 yb 

 xb 

  tan 1 

(4.7)

The initial angle of the follower arm   0  , with respect to the line of centers c is given as:

 c 2  l 2  b2 

2cl



 (0)  cos 1 

(4.8)

The initial angle   0  ,between the line of centers OB and the follower vector OA is
given as:

 c2  b2  l 2 
(4.9)

2cb


The coordinates of each successive follower position is found by calculating a new angle

 (0)  cos 1 

   . This requires the computation of an intermediate step b :
b  c 2  l 2  2cl cos  ( )

(4.10)

 c  b  l 

 2cb 

(4.11)

    cos 1 
In (4.10),    is given by:

2

2

(4.12)
 ( )   (0)  s( )
where s   is the arm rotation angle at each cam position θ given by Equation (4.1).
A subsequent angle is calculated as:

    ( )
The x and y positions of the roller center are then given as:

(4.13)
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x f  b cos(  )

(4.14)

y f  b sin(  )

(4.15)
Finally, the arc that describes the width of the valve opening as function of crank angle is
given as:

where vradius

(4.16)
vwidth  vradius ( ( )   (0))
is the radius of the suction valve. The valve area opening can be found by

multiplying this width by the length of suction valve opening. Figure 4-2 shows the valve
area opening as a function of crank angle that is the result of this analysis. Note that this
area profile can be modified by manipulating the cam profile, which in turn can be used
to modify the expansion ratio of the machine.

Figure 4-2: Valve area opening as a function of rotor crank angle for the suction valve
mechanism.
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An important design consideration in cam-follower systems is the pressure angle.
The pressure angle directly influences friction, wear and ultimately the performance and
integrity of the system. Figure 4-3 shows the pertinent geometry for calculating the
pressure angle of the oscillating roller follower. When comparing Figure 4-1 and Figure
4-3, we surmise that the variable R in Figure 4-3 is equivalent to the variable b in Figure
4-1.

Figure 4-3: Geometry for calculating pressure angle of an oscillating roller follower
(modified from Norton 2009).
The angle  in Figure 4-3 is calculated as follows:

 l 2  b2  c 

 2lb 

  cos 1 

The pressure angle,  , is then calculated as follows:

(4.17)
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(4.18)

Figure 4-4 shows the pressure angle of the oscillating roller follower as a function of
crank angle that is the result of this analysis. In general, pressure angles with absolute
values below 30 degrees are necessary. As shown, the chosen design meets this
requirement.

Figure 4-4: Pressure angle of cam on follower as a function of rotor crank angle for the
suction valve mechanism.
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4.2

Geometry Model
The analytical expressions for the volumes of the suction, expansion and discharge

chambers are developed in a similar manner to that described in Bradshaw et al. (2013).
A simplified geometry is shown in Figure 4-5, with the rotor placed inside the stator, both
in black.

Figure 4-5: Simplified spool expander geometry highlighting major features.
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The gate (also called vane) centerline is depicted in red with the accompanying tip seals
in green. The center of the gate is given by point C, the leading gate tip is denoted as A
and the trailing gate tip is denoted as B. The rotor center is defined as the origin and is
denoted as point O. Due to the nature of the geometry, it is beneficial to work in polar
coordinates to develop the requisite mathematical expressions. The crank angle, θ, is
defined as shown with reference to the TDC position. The radius, r, is defined as the
outward radius from the origin. The blue circle, which represents the eccentricity curve,
is an imaginary circle which is tangent to the stator and rotor center, and has a diameter
which is equal to eccentricity, e, of the expander. The eccentricity curve is a critical
feature due to the fact that the gate centerline follows this path as it rotates.
Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 illustrate the evolution of the expander geometry for
one complete rotation. The rotation begins and ends at the top dead center position (θ=0
and θ=2π). Initially, the clockwise rotation of point A generates a suction pocket. Note
that as the gate moves from θ=0 to θ=π/4, the gate center, C, moves a total of π/2 radians
around the eccentricity curve. Also note that the gate always has a point which coincides
with the origin. At θ=π/2 radians, the tip seals are perfectly flush with the gate tips and
the gate tips coincide with the stator surface at this location. At θ=π radians, the suction
chamber transitions into the expansion chamber, the expansion chamber into the
discharge chamber and the discharge chamber into the suction chamber. This entire
process is repeated for the second half of the rotation, giving two suction, expansion, and
discharge processes for each rotation.
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Figure 4-6: Evolution of expander geometry from θ=0 to θ=3π/4.
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Figure 4-7: Evolution of expander geometry from θ=π to θ=7π/4.

If the rotor and stator curves coincide at a single point located at the TDC, as
shown in Figure 4-5, the expander is considered to have perfect meshing. In this case, the
eccentricity is defined by the geometry, and is expressed as the difference between the
stator and rotor radii:
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e  Rs  Rr

(4.19)

Note that (4.19) gives a limiting factor. In practice, expanders and compressors have
eccentricities that are slightly larger than this.
Another expression that can be determined from simple geometry is the gate
length. A θ=π/2 radians, the line along ACB in Figure 4-8 represents the longest gate
length that can fit inside the expander. Thus, the maximum gate radius is calculated as
follows:

Rgate  Rs 2  e2

(4.20)

Figure 4-8: Geometry for gate length calculation.

The gate radius is an important quantity to consider because the geometry does not allow
the gate tip to be in contact with the stator wall at all times. Therefore, the tip seal must
make up the additional length required. A model that is able to capture how much of the
tip seal is exposed at any given time, along with the loads acting on it, allows for a better
prediction of performance.
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The framework described above allows for the development of vector expressions
that are used to characterize the various features of the spool expander. The rotor vector,
rr., shown in Figure 4-9, is defined as the vector from the origin to the rotor wall. Since
the origin is chosen to be at the rotor center, this vector is always a constant, Rr , for all
crank angles.

Figure 4-9: Simplified geometry showing the rotor and stator vector calculations.

The stator vector, rs., shown in Figure 4-9, is defined as the vector from the origin to
the stator wall. Since the stator radius, Rs., is a constant (from the stator center, not from
the defined origin), the geometry depicted in Figure 4-10 can be used to obtain a
trigonometric expression to describe the stator vector:
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Rs 2  e2  rs 2  2ers cos 

(4.21)

Rearranging for rs, and taking the positive solution, we have the expression:

rs  e cos  e2 cos2   e2  Rs 2

(4.22)

Figure 4-10: Geometry for stator vector calculation.

The gate vector, vane vector and center vector are shown in Figure 4-11 as rg, rv
and rc, respectively. The gate vector points from the origin to the gate tip. The vane
vector points from the gate tip to the stator wall in the same direction as the gate vector.
This represents the tip seal in the expander. The center vector points from the origin to
the gate center.
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Figure 4-11: Geometry for the gate, vane and center vector calculations.

The following expressions describe the center vector, gate vector and tip vector
respectively:

rc  e cos    

(4.23)

rg  Rg  rc  Rg  e cos    

(4.24)

rt  rs  rg

(4.25)

Another feature to be noted is the stator relief, shown in Figure 4-11. This is a
negative feature designed to elongate the leak path between the two adjacent chambers.
The tradeoff with this feature is that the deeper it is, the larger the friction, the more the
tip seal must travel to accommodate it, and the amount of recompression toward the TDC
increases. However, it does an excellent job of reducing the sensitivity to leakage at this
location.
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Figure 4-12: Geometric representation of stator relief.

The stator relief means that the stator curve will have a discontinuity. Where this occurs
is found by calculating where the stator and rotor radii are equal:

rs  Rr

(4.26)

Given these vector expressions the area of the suction, expansion, and discharge
chambers can be calculated from θ=0 to θ=π:
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(4.27)
(4.28)
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(4.29)

This process is repeated from θ= π to θ=2π. Finally, the volume of each chamber can be
calculated by multiplying the area expressions by the height of the stator, hs.

V ( )  A( )hs

(4.30)

The previous expressions do not account for the geometry of the vane and the
corresponding volume occupied by it. In order to resolve this, an analysis identical to that
given in in Bradshaw et al. (2013) is used. The relevant geometry is shown in Figure 4-13.

Figure 4-13: Schematic of simplified spool vane and dynamic tip seal geometry
(reproduced from Bradshaw et al., 2013).
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The area of the section of the vane that is within the rotor is fixed and is given by:

1 
 wv 
Av ,r  2 tan 1  2  Rr 2  wv Rr
(4.31)
 Rr 


The total variable area of the vane as it moves throughout the rotation, including the area
within the rotor, is calculated as follows:



2
1

Av,v  2  Rv wv  2   wv  wt  tan v   rt wt  rc Rv 
(4.32)
8



Since the only area of concern is the area pushed into one of the working chambers, the
net vane area becomes:
Av  Av,v  Av,r

(4.33)

The area of the vane at point B is calculated in a similar manner – the only difference
being that the vectors are offset by a factor of π. Using the vane area, the chamber
volumes calculated in the previous section are modified as follows:
1
Av hs
2 A
1
1
Ve  Vc  Av A hs  Av B hs
2
2
1
Vd  Vd  Av B hs
2
Vs  Vs 

(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)

For a 50 kW expander design, Figure 4-14 shows the volume of each chamber as
a function of crank angle that is the result of this analysis. Note that the process in all
chambers is periodic about every half rotation and an entire expansion cycle takes one
and a half rotations to complete.
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Figure 4-14: Chamber volumes as a function of crank angle.

4.3

Mass Flow Model
A mass balance is developed for the charge within the suction, expansion and

discharge chambers. For the spool expander, this begins with the suction valve model.
The suction valve is designed to always remain at high pressure – the openings on the top
of the valve are open to the suction pipe throughout as the valve oscillates, even when the
openings at the bottom of the valve are closed to the suction chamber as shown in Figure
4-15. The mass into the suction chamber is controlled by the valve mechanism and the
location of the vane. Before the vane passes the suction port, any charge present in the
valve and suction port fills the expansion chamber. For the period when the vane tip seal
is between the edges of the suction port, the charge is allocated to both the suction and
expansion chambers based on the area opening of each chamber as shown in Figure 4-15.
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As the vane passes the trailing edge of the suction port, the charge fills the suction
chamber. When the vane passes the 180º mark, the suction chamber, including the charge
within it, transitions into the expansion chamber.

Figure 4-15: Representation of mass flow as the vane passes the suction valve port,
looking from the rear of the spool expander.

Since the location of the vane controls the chamber into which the charge is filled,
it is necessary to develop a geometric criterion for when the vane passes suction port.
This is done by identifying the angles at which the tip seal passes the leading edge, θs1,
and the trailing edge, θs2, of the suction port. The given inputs are the eccentricity, the
stator radius, the angle from the stator center to the center of the suction port (θs), and the
width of the suction port. The simplified geometry shown in Figure 4-16 can be
constructed assuming that the suction port is a flat surface. In reality, the suction port is
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bored into the stator surface and is therefore an arc; however, for the purposes of
calculating the angles θs1 and θs2, the error is small.

Figure 4-16: Simplified geometry for calculation of suction port leading edge and trailing
edge angles.

The lengths a, b, and c shown in Figure 4-16 can be calculated from basic trigonometry:

a  Rs sin  s
b  Rs cos  s
c  be

(4.37)
(4.38)
(4.39)

The distance from the rotor center to the suction port center, shown as x in Figure 4-16,
can be calculated as:

x  a2  c2
The angle from the origin to x, given as α, is calculated as:

  tan 1 (a / c)

(4.40)

(4.41)

The included angle Δθs, shown in Figure 4-16 is calculated as:
 portwidth 
 s  tan 1 

2x



(4.42)
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Finally, the angles at which the tip seal passes the leading edge, θs1, and the trailing edge,
θs2 of the suction port are computed as:

s1     s
s1     s

(4.43)
(4.44)

The criterion developed above enables us to determine the chamber into which the
charge is filled. When θ < θs1, any charge present in the valve and suction port fills the
expansion chamber. When θ > θs2, the charge fills the suction chamber. However, a
criterion for the period when θs1 < θ < θs2, needs to be developed. In this region, the
charge is allocated to both the suction and expansion chambers based on the area opening
of each chamber. The simplified geometry when the vane is at the leading edge and
trailing edge of the suction port is shown in Figure 4-17.

Figure 4-17: Simplified geometry of vane at leading edge and trailing edge of the suction
port.
The angle β1 in Figure 4-17 is of interest in order to calculate the portion of the arc that is
behind the vane once it passes the leading edge of the suction port. This is calculated by
the application of the sine rule:
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sin 1 sin(   s1 )

e
Rs

 e sin    s1  

Rs



1  sin 1 

(4.45)
(4.46)

1   s1  1

(4.47)
The arc behind the vane, i.e. the portion of the suction port that is open to the suction
chamber, at an any arbitrary position θs1 < θ < θs2 as shown in Figure 4-18 can be written
as:

larc, suction  Rs    1 

(4.48)

In order to calculate β, we once again apply the sine rule:

 e sin     

Rs


   

  sin 1 

(4.49)
(4.50)

Figure 4-18: Simplified geometry of vane at an arbitrary position between the leading
edge and trailing edge of the suction port.
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The portion of the suction port that is open to the expansion chamber can be written as:
larc,exp ansion  larc,total  larc, suction

(4.51)

larc,total  Rs  2s

(4.52)

where

The mass flow out of the discharge chamber is analogous to that coming into the
suction chamber. Before the vane passes the discharge port, any gas present in the
discharge chamber is exposed to the discharge port and flows out of it. For the period
when the vane is between the edges of the discharge port, the charge flows out of both the
expansion and discharge chambers based on the area opening of each chamber. As the
vane passes the trailing edge of the discharge port, only the expansion chamber is
exposed to the discharge port and the charge flows out of this chamber. Note that any
residual gas remaining in the discharge chamber after the vane has passed the trailing
edge of the discharge port is recompressed and forced past the Top Dead Center (TDC).
Similar to the suction process, the location of the vane controls the chamber out of
which the expanded gas leaves the expander. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a
geometric criterion for when the vane passes the discharge port. This is done by
identifying the angles at which the tip seal passes the leading edge, θd1, and the trailing
edge, θd2, of the discharge port. The given inputs are the eccentricity, the stator radius, the
angle from the origin (rotor center) to the center of the discharge port (θd), the angle at
which the discharge port centerline intersects the y-axis (ϕ) and the width of the
discharge port. The simplified geometry looking at the discharge port from the rear
shown in Figure 4-19 can be constructed assuming that the discharge port is a flat surface.
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In reality, the discharge port is bored into the stator surface and is therefore an arc;
however, for the purposes of calculating the angles θd1 and θd2, the error is small.

Figure 4-19: Simplified rear view of discharge port geometry.

Using the sine rule, the length ldis shown in Figure 4-19 can be calculated as follows:

 e sin    d  

Rs



  sin 1 

(4.53)

    (  d )    d  
Rs sin 
ldis 
sin    d 

(4.54)
(4.55)

The angle ζ is the calculated as:

    (  d )    d  

(4.56)

From the expanded geometry shown in Figure 4-20, the lengths lΔθ1 and lΔθ2 can be
calculated from the cosine rule:



 

l1  ldis 2  1 portwidth2  2  ldis  1 portwidth cos   
2
2
2



(4.57)
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l2  ldis 2  1 portwidth2  2  ldis  1 portwidth cos   
2
2
2



(4.58)

Figure 4-20: Simplified geometry for calculation of discharge port leading edge and
trailing edge angles.
The included angles σ1 and σ2 are calculated from the sine rule:
1

portwidth  sin
 1  sin 1  2

 2    

(4.59)


l1


 1 portwidth  sin    
2

(4.60)
 2  sin 1  2


l2


Finally, noting that the above analysis if for the rear view of the expander, the angles at





which the tip seal passes the leading edge, θd1, and the trailing edge, θd2, of the discharge
port is computed as:
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d 1  d   2
d 2  d  1

(4.61)
(4.62)

Analogous to the suction port, the criterion developed above enables us to
determine the chamber from which the charge flows out. When θ < θd1, any charge
exiting through the discharge port is from the discharge chamber. When θ > θd2, the
charge exits from the expansion chamber. However, a criterion for the period when θd1 <
θ < θd2, needs to be developed. In this region, the charge exits from both the expansion
and discharge chambers based on the area opening of each chamber. The simplified
geometry when the vane is at an arbitrary position between the leading edge and trailing
edge of the discharge port is shown in Figure 4-21.

Figure 4-21: Simplified geometry of vane at an arbitrary position between the leading
edge and trailing edge of the discharge port.
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The length eportedge in Figure 4-21 is calculated in the following manner given the length
edisport:
1 portwidth
eedge  2
sin 
eportedge  edischport  eedge

(4.63)
(4.64)

Since the stator vector, rs, is computed at each crank angle iteration, the portion of the
discharge port behind the vane can be computed. Figure 4-22 shows the relevant
geometry for this.

Figure 4-22: Detailed view of discharge port geometry looking from rear.
The angle η in Figure 4-22 is calculated as follows:
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 rs sin     


Redge


where Redge is computed using the cosine rule:

  sin 1 

Redge  e portedge 2  rs 2  2  e portedge   rs  cos    

(4.65)

(4.66)

The portion of the discharge port behind the vane that is open to the expansion chamber,
at any arbitrary position θd1 < θ < θd2 as shown in Figure 4-22 can be written as:
Lopen,dis  sin   Redge

(4.67)

   

(4.68)

where

4.4

Leakage Model
The majority of leakage paths in the spool expander are identical to those detailed

for the spool compressor in Bradshaw et al. (2013) as shown in Figure 4-23. The relative
pressures in each chamber, however, mean that the flow direction of any leaking fluid is
likely to be different than for a compressor i.e. the suction chamber pressure in the
expander is generally higher than the pressure in the expansion chamber, which in turn is
higher than the discharge chamber pressure.
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Figure 4-23: Schematic representation of leak paths in the planar view (left) and the
normal view (right) (reproduced from Bradshaw et al. (2013)).

There are also three additional leakage pathways due to the suction valve
mechanism as shown in Figure 4-24: one emanating from the suction pipe and running
around the valve into the suction chamber; another that at the axial ends of the valve; a
third when the valve is partially or fully closed, leading directly into the suction chamber.
Note, however, that the limiting gap in all of these cases is the clearance between the
valve and expander housing.
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Figure 4-24: Leakage paths from suction valve mechanism.

Leakage in the expander is modeled as an isentropic flow of a compressible gas.
The driving potential in this model is the pressure ratio across the leak path:

pr 

Plow
Phigh

(4.69)

An important criterion to consider is if the flow across the leak path is choked, which
occurs when the pressure ratio drops below the critical pressure ratio:


pr  Pcritical

   1 1
 1 

2 


(4.70)

where  is the specific heat ratio of the gas. If the flow is choked, the maximum flow rate
is limited to:
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mchoked  1 
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 1
RT0

A*

(4.71)

If the flow is not choked, the flow across the leak path is given by:
 1
 2

2

m  cv APh
 pr  pr 
  1 RTh 


(4.72)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the leakage path, Ph is the high-side pressure, Th is
the high side temperature, and cv is the flow coefficient.

4.5

Heat Transfer Model
The heat transfer sub-model includes the following pathways: the convective heat

transfer from the inner wall of the expander to the refrigerant gas (or vice-versa);
conduction through the expander shell; and convection from the outer wall of the
expander to the environment. The convective heat transfer from the refrigerant to the
inner wall of the expander follows the approach by Mathison et al. (2008) and utilizes a
spiral heat exchange model to calculate the heat transfer coefficient between the gas in
each of the chambers and the cylinder wall:

hch  0.023


k
 D 
Re0.8 Pr 0.4 1.0  1.77  h  
Dh
 r 


(4.73)

where the Reynolds number and the Prandtl number are calculated using gas properties in
each of the chambers, Dh is the hydraulic diameter and r is the radius of the chamber. A
convective heat transfer pathway from the suction pipe to the expander shell is also
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included, and the modified Dittus-Boelter equation is used to calculate the heat transfer
coefficient:
hch  0.023

k
Re0.8 Pr 0.4
Dh

(4.74)

The heat transfer through the expander shell can be modeled as 1-D conduction through a
hollow cylinder:

Q

2 Lk Tsurf ,i  Tsurf ,o 
r
ln  2 
 r1 

(4.75)

where L is the length of the cylinder (i.e. expander shell), k is the thermal conductivity,
TS,i and TS,o are the lumped surface temperatures of the inner and outer walls respectively,
and r1 and r2 are the radii of the inner and outer walls respectively. Note that for these
calculations, the temperature of the outer cylinder surface is initially unknown and
solving for the heat transfer is therefore an iterative process. In addition, the radial
distribution of cylinder temperature around the cylinder is unknown. Based on prior
experience (Mathison et al., 2011), an initial linear radial temperature distribution was
assumed, varying from 5K above the average cylinder temperature near the suction port
to 5K below the average cylinder temperature near the discharge port. The heat transfer
between the chamber surfaces and the refrigerant gas is written as:
Q  hch Asurf ,ch Tsurf ,i  Tref



(4.76)

Similarly, the heat transfer between the outer surface of the cylinder and the ambient air
is written as:
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Qamb  hamb Asurf Tamb  Tsurf ,o 

4.6

(4.77)

Friction Model
The purpose of the friction model is to capture the various phenomena responsible

for creating friction in the spool expander, which manifests itself as a direct loss in the
work output of the device. The following mechanisms of friction generation are
considered: the rolling of the rotor along the stator housing near the TDC; analogous
rolling of the barrel valve inside the valve slot; the sliding of the vane along the vane slot;
the motion of the tip seal along the stator housing as the rotor turns; the rolling of the
face/side seal along the sealing face; and finally the viscous drag due to the spool
endplates rotating in pool of oil.

4.6.1

TDC and Barrel Valve Friction

The friction generated by the TDC is modeled as hydrodynamic oil shear between
the rotor and the stator. Similarly, the friction generated by the barrel valve is modeled as
hydrodynamic oil shear between the barrel valve and the valve slot. Simplified
representations illustrating the phenomena are shown in Figure 4-25 for the TDC and in
Figure 4-26 for the barrel valve.
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Figure 4-25: Simplified representation of rotor and stator housing showing presence of oil
film.

Figure 4-26: Simplified representation of barrel valve in valve housing showing presence
of oil film.
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As the rotor or valve rotate, the layer of oil film in contact with the rotor or valve
have the same speed as those objects. The layer of oil film in contact with the stationary
surface (i.e. the stator and valve housing) has a velocity of zero. Intermediate layers have
velocities that vary linearly upon their distances from the stationary surface (given, as in
this case, the assumption of a Newtonian fluid). This gives rise to the following equation:

 

U
h

(4.78)

where τ is the fluid shear stress, μ is the viscosity of the oil, U is the linear speed of the
moving surface and h is the oil film thickness. Note that in this case, the oil film
thickness is assumed to be equivalent to the gap thickness between the TDC and the
stator or between the barrel valve and the valve housing. The torque required to
overcome the frictional load can be computed by multiplying the fluids shear stress with
the contact area and the radius of the rotating object (rotor or barrel valve):

Tor    A  r

(4.79)

Finally, the work lost due to friction is calculated by multiplying the Torque required to
overcome the frictional load with the rotational speed of the object:

W  Tor  

4.6.2

(4.80)

Vane Friction

The friction generated by the vane as it slides in the vane slot is modeled simply
as Coulomb friction. This is because the manufacturing tolerance between the vane and
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the vane slot is so small that it is unlikely for a significant amount of oil to be present.
Figure 4-27 shows a simplified representation of the vane movement in the vane slot.

Figure 4-27: Simplified representation shown vane movement in vane slot.

The Coulomb friction is the product of the coefficient of friction and the normal force
acting on the gate:
F   FN , gate

(4.81)

Given the Coulomb friction, calculating the torque and the work lost due to friction are
straightforward applications of (4.79) and (4.80).

4.6.3

Tip Seal Friction

The friction generated by the tip seal as it slides along a layer of oil on the stator
housing, as shown in Figure 4-28, follows the approach detailed by Bradshaw (2013).
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Note that this analysis draws from knowledge of apex seal operation in Wankel engines
(Pennock and Beard, 1997).

Figure 4-28: Schematic of tip seal behavior in expander (modified from Bradshaw
(2013)).

A free-body diagram of the tip seal, given in Figure 4-29, is used to generate the
following equation of motion.
M s  r  rc   ceff r  ks r 

At
 Pprofile,avg  ho   P  t  P  l 
2

(4.82)

The details of the solution process are given in Bradshaw (2013). The resultant force on
the oil film is then used to calculate the frictional torque on the tip seal and the work lost
due to this friction using Equations (4.79) and (4.80).
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Figure 4-29: Free-body diagram of tip seal moving along oil film (reproduced from
Bradshaw (2013)).

4.6.4

Face Seal Friction

Unlike a rolling piston or rotary vane expander, the endplates in a rotary spool
expander rotate along with the main rotor shaft. This necessitates the use of a face seal to
isolate the expander containment/shell from the machine’s process pockets in order to
minimize leakage. Several seal designs have been proposed and tested for the spool
compressor (Kemp et al., 2012). A bevel seal design has been found to perform the best
with respect to leakage and friction, and is employed in the spool expander. A free-body
diagram of the bevel seal, shown in Figure 4-30, illustrates the forces acting on it (C.R.
Bradshaw, personal communication, May 28, 2015).
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Figure 4-30: Free-body diagram of face seal.

The approach formulated by Lebeck (1991) is used to characterize the friction
resulting from the face seal action. The high pressures emanating from the working
chambers and the containment, the net forces of which are Fh,x and Fh,y, are balanced by
the hydrodynamic reaction force of the oil film on the seal face, F*f, and the pressures
along the bevel Fbc and Fnc. A static force balance provides the following equations:

 F F  F  F  F  0
 F F  F  F  0
*
f

x

y

bc , x

bc , y

h, x

nc , y

nc , x

h, y

(4.83)
(4.84)
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Note that the profile of the hydrodynamic reaction force, F*f, varies along the seal face.
The resolution of the force balance, details of which are provided in Lebeck (1998),
enables the computation of the torque and the work lost due to friction.

4.6.5

Viscous Drag on Rotating Endplates

Daily and Nece (1960) described the friction generated by a disk which rotates
within a chamber of finite dimensions as shown in Figure 4-31. Specifically, four
different modes of fluid flow within the casing are developed depending on the s/a ratio
depicted in Figure 4-31 and the disk Reynolds number, defined as:
Re 

a


(4.85)

where ω is the angular velocity, a is the radius of the disk and ν is the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid in which the disk rotates. The resulting frictional torque for the two faces of
the rotating disk is given by:

Tordisk  Cm

1
 2 a5
2

(4.86)

Where Cm is the torque coefficient calculated from the modes of fluid flow given in Daily
(1960), ρ is the mass density of the fluid in which the disk rotates, ω is the angular
velocity, and a is the radius of the disk.
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Figure 4-31: Representation of a rotating disk in an enclosed cylindrical chamber
(reproduced from Daily and Nece (1960)).

The frictional torque of the rotating endplates is a significant contributor to the
overall friction in the spool expander because of the relatively large diameter of the
rotating endplates and the fact that the spool mechanism is submerged in oil. Note that
the disk frictional torque scales with the 5th power of the disk radius. Also note that the
density and viscosity of oil are orders of magnitude greater than that of the refrigerant.
Therefore, the friction due to the rotating endplates could be significantly reduced in an
oil-free device.
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4.7

Conservation of Mass and Energy
Given the framework developed above, it is possible to write a mass balance that

forms the basis of the spool expander model. Using first principles, this can be written as:
d (mcv )
  min   mout
dt

(4.87)

Since the model is solved numerically, two independent thermophysical properties need
to be selected in order to fix the state at each control volume within the expander. For this
project, temperature and density were chosen as the independent properties due to the
ease computing derivatives.
The mass stored in each control volume can be calculated as the product of
density and volume. Therefore, (4.87) can be expanded as:
V

d
dV

  min  mout
dt
dt

(4.88)

In order to determine the properties in terms of the rotor crank angle, it is necessary to
multiply (4.88) by the speed of the expander crankshaft:
V

d
dV  min  mout


d
d


(4.89)

Finally, given all the possible flow paths derived from the geometry and operating
mechanism, a mass balance for each chamber can be written as:

d 1  d 1

  
   min  mout 
d V 
d 


(4.90)
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where ρ is the chamber density, V is chamber volume, Ө is the rotor crank angle, ω is the
rotational speed, min is the mass flow into the chamber from all possible flow paths and
mout is the mass flow out of the chamber from all possible flow paths. The above

expression is evaluated for each crank angle increment.
An energy balance to calculate the change in temperature in each chamber can be
written as:

dT

d

h

dV
d


u   1
uV  V      Q   min hin   mout hout 


u
V
T

(4.91)

where T is the chamber temperature, ρ is the chamber density, u is the chamber internal
energy, V is chamber volume, Ө is the crank angle, ω is the rotational speed, min and hin
are the mass flow and enthalpy, respectively, into the chamber from all possible flow
paths, and mout and hout are the mass flow and enthalpy, respectively, out of the chamber
from all possible flow paths. Note that the mass and energy balances are coupled, and
require an iterative numerical solution.

4.8

Overall Energy Balance
Under steady-state conditions, a simple overall energy balance is applied to the

expander to calculate the lumped temperature of the expander shell. In this case, the
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control volume boundary is the shell itself. Therefore, the overall energy balance can be
written as:

m h  m
in in

h  Qamb  Wshaft  0

out out

(4.92)

Note that the shaft power and the heat loss term are negative since they leave the control
volume. Also note that since the shaft power and heat loss terms are coupled with various
other interactions as described above, the solution process to solve the entire
comprehensive model is iterative. Figure 4-32 summarizes the procedure used for solving
the entire numerical model.
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Figure 4-32: Flow chart showing the numerical procedure employed in a spool expander
model.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A ROTATING SPOOL
EXPANDER IN AN ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE

An Organic Rankine Cycle experimental test setup was constructed in conjunction
with Power Verde Inc. to serve as a test platform for a prototype spool expander. The
prototype spool expander was designed for a power output of 50 kW, and was fabricated
by Torad Engineering. The experimental test system was constructed before the computer
modeling was complete, and several estimates pertaining to system design and operation
were necessary. Nevertheless, the purpose of the test stand was to provide for proof of
concept testing of a first iteration expander prototype, to validate the results of the
comprehensive expander model, and to gain design-related experience.

5.1

Design of Experimental System
A detailed representation of the experimental ORC system used to test the spool

expander is presented in Figure 5-1. The figure includes flow paths of the working fluid,
the source and sink fluids, and the oil loop used to lubricate the expander. Components
installed for safe and reliable operation and maintenance of the system, such as the pump
receiver, oil separators and sight glasses are also indicated. A detailed description of the
functionality of each of these components may be found in Woodland (2015).
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Furthermore, the location of instrumentation employed in the test setup, including
thermocouples, pressure transducers and flow meters are indicated. For a given set of
input parameters and operating conditions, the specific output parameters required to
validate the model include the refrigerant mass flow rate, the suction pressure and
temperature, the discharge pressure and temperature, the measured shaft power and the
rotational speed of the device. These are sufficient for a high-level validation of the
model. However, they do not provide for a detailed validation at the sub-model level.
Since the purpose of the test stand was to evaluate a first prototype of the spool expander,
a high-level validation was deemed to be adequate for the purposes of this project. Figure
5-2 shows the completed ORC load stand and spool expander.

Figure 5-1: Detailed schematic diagram of ORC system used to test Spool Expander.
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Figure 5-2: Front view of ORC load stand with expander.

5.1.1

Shakedown Testing

Prior to commencing the experimental program, the ORC system along with the
expander was put through a commissioning phase which included “shakedown” tests that
verified equipment operation, charge inventory and instrumentation response. No data
was collected during this phase. The purpose of these initial tests was primarily focused
on verifying the integrity of the expander at various operating speeds. A secondary
objective was to examine the ability of the system to operate at a range of source and sink
temperatures and pressures while keeping the other variables fixed. The shakedown tests
revealed that four independent system parameters are required to fix the operating
condition of the system for a given charge level: the evaporating and condensing
temperatures, the expander speed and the pump speed. Note that the operating methods
used to fix these specific parameters varied to some extent – for example, the evaporating
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temperature could be fixed by either manipulating the mass flow rate of the source fluid
or by adjusting the boiler firing rate.
During the course of these tests, two design faults emerged that required
significant rework and redesign of the expander. The first was due to the oscillatory
nature of the barrel valve operation, which causes the roller follower to abruptly shift
from one side of the cam groove to another as the acceleration of the follower changes
direction – a phenomenon known as crossover shock (Norton, 2009).

Figure 5-3: End plate with cam groove showing abrasion due to crossover shock.
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Figure 5-3 shows abrasion of the cam groove due to the effect of crossover shock,
which caused the cam-driven suction valve mechanism to fail rapidly during initial
testing. Mitigating this problem requires precise machining of the cam grove that holds
the cam profile as well as the surface finish to an extremely tight tolerance. Figure 5-4
shows that a small deviation in the cam profile tolerance can result in a large deviation in
the acceleration of the roller follower. This is exacerbated by the large diameter of the
cam groove in the spool expander (nominally a 9.56in cam base circle diameter) and the
high speed operation of the cam (1750 rpm at design conditions). The cam groove used to
drive the suction valve mechanism in the spool expander was machined to a tolerance on
the order of 0.005in, which is at least an order of magnitude higher than what is required
for reliable operation.

Figure 5-4: Dynamic effect of single errors arbitrarily located on a 14-in-diameter fourlobe high-speed aircraft valve gear cam. Linkage weighs 4.25lb. Maximum lift = 0.600in;
maximum follower velocity = 11 ft/sec. Designed cam speed = 340rpm. (Note 0.020-in
arc is 75°). Reproduced from Rothbart (2004).
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The early failure of the cam-driven suction valve mechanism required the
consideration of several alternatives in order to ensure the integrity of spool expander
operation. Four possible solutions emerged with the following implications:
1) The cam groove could be re-machined and ground using a jig-grinder to obtain
the tight tolerance required for reliable operation.


A jig-grinder was not available in-house at Torad Engineering, requiring
considerable time and investment in finding a suitable outside party to
custom-machine the cam-groove.



Even with a tightly machined cam groove, a kinematic analysis of the
roller follower showed extremely large accelerations acting on it (please
see section 6.6 for these model results). This would require the use of
exotic bearing types to support the roller follower, and regardless, lead to
limited bearing life at the design operating speed.

2) The cam groove could be replaced with a gear train that would be used to drive
the suction valve mechanism.


The current design provided limited space for the number of gears that
could be incorporated, necessitating a large gear ratio and a very small
output gear.



The amount of torque that could be transmitted by a gear mechanism was
limited.



Using a gear mechanism removed the possibility of an oscillating barrel
valve. This is because the input gear is attached to the main rotor shaft
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which rotates rather than oscillates. Consequently, a rotating barrel valve
would be the new design.
3) The cam groove could be replaced with a chain-sprocket mechanism that would
be used to drive the suction valve mechanism.


Similar to the gear train solution, the current expander design provided
limited room for this option. Once again, a rotating barrel valve would
replace the oscillating barrel valve.



The amount of torque that could be transmitted by a chain-sprocket
mechanism is higher than that of a gear mechanism for this application.

4) The cam groove could be replaced with an electric motor used to drive the valve.
This would require a motor drive along with a two-axis synchronization controller.


This solution would provide the flexibility of a “virtual-cam” that can be
used control the suction valve motion.



The amount of torque that can be transmitted to turn the suction valve is
largely dependent on the selection of the motor and drive. Therefore, the
practical upper limit is far beyond what would be needed for this
application.



Using an off-the-shelf solution from an outside party would ensure
operational reliability of the suction valve mechanism.



Using a motor-drive solution would use significantly more energy to
operate the suction valve mechanism, and the parasitic loss on the
expander efficiency could be significantly higher than the other solutions.



The cost of this solution is many times that of the other proposed solutions.
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Based on these considerations, it was decided that the motor-drive solution would
best serve the purposes of this project. This was largely due to the relatively low appetite
for risk in ensuring a reliable first-prototype was available for testing. Figure 5-5 shows
the working principle of the motor-drive solution. The drive powers a motor with a builtin encoder, which in turn is coupled to the barrel valve. The output shaft of the motor is
referred to as the follower shaft. Separately, an encoder is mounted on the output rotor
shaft of the expander. A controller (motor feedback kit) that is embedded in the drive
maps the position of the follower shaft against the main rotor shaft. By knowing the
relative positions of the two shafts, the valve can be commanded to be in a certain
position at each instant throughout the rotation. Note that the relation between the two
shafts and can be a constant offset (linear), data mapped (using a data table) or can follow
a prescribed polynomial equation. This provides a “virtual cam” method of operation.
This can be used to control the duration of the opening and closing of the valve similar to
the cam groove solution; however, it is likely to be not as tightly controlled. Nevertheless,
the motor-drive solution proved to be sufficiently robust to carry out a testing program
adequate for a first evaluation of the expander.
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Figure 5-5: Working principle of motor drive solution for driving barrel valve (modified
from Rockwell Automation, 2015).

Due to the fact that the motor-driven suction valve in the proposed configuration
would operate as a rotating, rather than an oscillating, barrel valve, the suction valve
model needed to be updated is to generate an area opening profile as a function of rotor
crank angle. Since the valve and main rotor shaft rotate at the same speed in the present
method of operation, the arc length of the slot opening is simply a function of the valve
radius and the crank angle increment. This may be multiplied by the slot length to get an
area opening:

Avalve,opening  rvalve  Δθ  lvalve
where
Δθ  θi  θ port ,edge

(5.1)

Figure 5-6 shows the valve area opening as a function of crank angle that is the
result of this analysis. Note that the “flat region” observed on each curve is due to the fact
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that the slot openings in the suction valve are larger than those bored into the expander
housing. This means that at certain points in the rotation, the slots in the expander
housing constitute the limiting area. Also note that this area profile can be modified by
manipulating the “virtual cam” profile, which in turn can be used to modify the
expansion ratio of the machine.

Figure 5-6: Valve area opening as a function of rotor crank angle for the non-oscillating,
motor-driven, suction valve mechanism.

A second major design flaw that emerged during the course of the shakedown
tests was an insufficient clearance gap between the rotor and stator at the TDC point. The
TDC clearance was originally set to be 1-3 mils (1/1000th – 3/1000th inch). However, due
to thermal expansion of the rotor during operation, as well as a poor start-up procedure
which did not include any “warm-up” of the expander, this clearance receded and the
rotor and stator contacted each other. This leads to scabbing of the rotor as shown in
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Figure 5-7: material is rolled up and forced onto the surface of the rotor, eventually
rendering the expander inoperable. As a result, the expander was returned to the
manufacturer, Torad Engineering, for rework and the clearance was enlarged to 7-10 mils.
This clearance was significant larger than what would normally be needed to
accommodate thermal expansion; however, it was necessary in order to remove all the
surface indentation caused by the contact. The operating procedures were modified to
ensure both the rotor and stator were “hot” prior to commencing operation. A more
detailed calculation of tolerance stack-up due to thermal expansion should ensure far
lower TDC clearance in future prototypes.

Figure 5-7: Expander rotor viewed from discharge port showing scabbing due to rotorstator contact.

The shakedown tests also revealed several other shortcomings of the experimental
setup. Some of these were due to the fact that the system was designed when the
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thermodynamic cycle model and the detailed spool expander model that is the focus of
this project was still in an early stage of development. In addition, several of the
shortcomings were due to the necessity of using off-the-shelf or available hardware, as
well as available infrastructure in the test facility. The most significant operating
limitations of the system were as follows:


The cooling water loop, which was derived from a vapor-compression
chiller system used to cool the facility during the summer months, was
severely undersized for this application. The capacity of this cooling
system was roughly one-tenth of the boiler system used to heat the source
fluid. This limited the pressure ratios that could be tested – the subsequent
low pressure ratios that were tested were largely off-design conditions.
Furthermore, the cooling water temperature would rise gradually during
the course of testing – which limited the amount of steady state data that
could be collected.



The boiler control mechanism was simply an “on-off” design i.e. there
was no proportional control. This meant there was a surge in the source
fluid temperature when the boiler was firing, and a sharp decrease in
temperature when the boiler was on standby. In order to conduct steadystate tests, the flow rate of the source fluid (and by extension the
refrigerant flow rate) was manipulated so that the boiler would constantly
fire. However, this put a floor on the flow rates that could be tested.



High boiler flow rates were not possible due to the location of the boiler
feed water pump. The pump was sufficiently high in elevation so that the
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required suction head could not be maintained at high flow rates. The
pump would simply cut out at the onset of cavitation.


The refrigerant pump was undersized relative to the expander. This put an
upper limit to the fill factors and pressure ratios that could be tested.



The expander vibration was excessive. The load stand design did not
account for this, and despite retrospective enhancements, did not include
sufficient dampening. This led to numerous expander-torque cell coupling
failures, as well as numerous fastener failures.



Control of the system was difficult to establish due to the lack of
automation and PID control. For example, the load on the expander and
hence the expander operating speed was adjusted manually using a
potentiometer. Similarly, the pump speed was also controlled manually
using a potentiometer dial. An automated motor-drive solution, similar to
those used for various projects at the Herrick Laboratories (e.g. Hugenroth,
2006; Krishna, 2012) would establish far better control of the system.



Due to poor system control and the number of variables involved, it was
generally not possible to vary one input parameter during a test while
holding the remaining parameters constant. For example, it was extremely
difficult to vary the fill factor without changing the operating pressure
ratio.
5.1.2

Experimental Program Overview

Despite the challenges posed by the test setup, it was decided to proceed with the
experimental program in order to obtain proof of concept results that could be used for
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the purposes of model validation. The tests consisted of 20 steady state experimental runs.
The operating conditions for the experimental tests are shown in Table 5-1. A full set of
experimental test data is provided in Appendix C.

Run

Pexp,suc (psi)

index

Table 5-1: Experimental Test Matrix.
Expander
Pexp,dis
Texp,suc (°F) Texp,dis (°F)
speed (RPM)

(psi)

Refrigerant mass
flow
rate (lbm/min)

1

166.4

72.3

228.16

181.55

1113

91.75

2

195.2

77.2

224.78

182.87

1307

124.23

3

203.1

71.1

221.82

169.78

1162

118.92

4

244.1

76.6

224.25

167.25

1158

144.03

5

302.1

93.6

207.85

147.36

1484

264.51

6

369.4

109.1

198.49

128.51

1452

359.58

7

302.0

104.3

213.36

157.59

1461

263.07

8

142.5

70.4

225.06

196.15

1506

105.82

9

190.1

77.8

223.85

183.23

1457

143.86

10

233.3

85.7

224.69

176.83

1446

182.17

11

182.9

89.6

227.21

202.13

1598

155.38

12

227.5

101.2

223.22

193.32

1607

199.31

13

270.5

112.6

223.90

188.07

1550

245.10

14

307.3

125.6

228.40

189.82

1633

298.29

15

376.4

115.1

203.63

143.44

1450

399.34

16

179.2

86.0

224.49

202.47

1704

165.96

17

214.7

94.3

222.22

194.95

1731

208.39

18

242.4

104.9

227.89

191.36

1136

167.35

19

188.6

93.5

226.24

202.44

1416

152.82

20

241.8

69.4

219.01

149.95

1079

109.23
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5.1.3

Experimental Uncertainty

In order to quantify the accuracy of experimental results, a propagation of error
analysis was performed on the experimental data analogous to that performed by
Hugenroth (2006). The error contribution of each measured parameter to the overall
uncertainty of the calculated parameter was determined. The overall uncertainty is
defined as (Kline and McClintock, 1953):
1

 j  A 2  2
wA    
wz  
 i 1  zi  

(5.2)

where wA is the total uncertainty of the calculated quantity, A is the calculated quantity,
zi is the ith measured quantity, and wz is the uncertainty in the measurement of zi .

For two variables, namely the refrigerant mass flow rate and the expander discharge
temperature, the outputs were directly measured and required no propagation of error
analysis. Other variables, including the fill factor, expander power output and expander
isentropic efficiency include the following analysis:
The total uncertainty for the fill factor is:

  
  

 
  
  ff wm    ff wTi    ff wPi    ff w 
 m
  Ti
  Pi
  i

2

w ff

2

2

2

(5.3)

Please note that the fill factor is defined in Equation (5 –11). The maximum displaced
volume of the expander, VD,max, is simply a function of the geometry and is a constant.
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Also note that the conversion from a rotational speed, ω, to a linear speed, N, is also a
constant.
Power output from the expander can be calculated from shaft torque and rotational speed.
The equation for shaft power is given by:
Wexp  Tor

(5.4)

The total uncertainty for the shaft power is given by:

 W
  W

  exp wTor    exp w 
 Tor
  

2

wWexp

2

(5.5)

The isentropic work can be calculated from the refrigerant flow rate along with inlet and
outlet temperatures and pressures, and is given by:

Wexp,is  m  hin  hout ,is 
where

(5.6)

h  h T , P 
The total uncertainty for the isentropic work is given by:
2

 W

 W

 W

  exp,is wm     exp,is wTi     exp,is wPi 
 m
 i in,out  Ti
 i in ,out  Pi

2

wWexp,is

2

(5.7)

The expander isentropic efficiency is given by:



Wexp

(5.8)

Wexp,is

The total uncertainty becomes:
2

 
  

w  
wWexp   
wWexp,is 
 W
  W

 exp
  exp,is


2

(5.9)
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The measurement uncertainties used for the above analysis are shown in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2: Measurement uncertainties.
T (°C)
P
Tor
m

(kPa)
±1

5.2

(N-m)

(Hz)

±4.48 ±1.0% ±0.0136 ±0.0167

Experimental Results
This section details the results of the experimental program presented in Table 5-1,

along with the associated experimental uncertainty described in section 5.1.3. Note that
due to lack of control of the operating parameters, the raw data results in a considerable
of scatter when presented below. Nevertheless, an effort is made to interpret the trends
and arrive at a reasonable explanation of the results.
Prior to a presentation of the experimental program results, it is useful to elaborate
on a few metrics that may be used to quantify the performance of the expander: The
overall isentropic efficiency is defined as the measured shaft power produced by the
expander divided by the isentropic work of the working fluid between the expander
suction and discharge pressures:



Wexp
Wis




 h T




mwf h Tsuc , Psuc   h Tdis ,avg , Pdis ,avg 
mwf

suc , Psuc   h  ssuc , Pdis , design

(5.10)

The fill factor is analogous to the volumetric efficiency of a compressor, and is defined as
(Lemort et al., 2009):
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 ff 

min, wf  suc Tsuc , Psuc 
N shaft VD ,max

(5.11)

where VD,max is the maximum displacement of the expander (occurring in the expansion
chamber in this case). Note that for an expander, the filling factor is frequently greater
than unity. This suggests that more flow is being delivered to the expander than it takes
into the expansion chamber with each revolution. Values below unity suggest that the
expansion chamber is not being completely filled with each revolution (Woodland et al.,
2009).
The expansion volume ratio is defined as the ratio of working fluid specific
volumes calculated from temperature and pressure measurements at the expander
discharge and suction lines (Woodland et al., 2012):

Vratio 

 dis Tdis , Pdis 
 suc Tsuc , Psuc 

(5.12)

Figure 5-8 shows the expander power output as a function of the pressure ratio
imposed across the expander. Since a larger pressure ratio entails a larger potential to
extract work from the fluid, the work output would be expected to rise with an increasing
pressure ratio – as is the case in Figure 5-8. In general, the work output also rises with
increasing expander speed, particularly at higher pressure ratios. This is because more of
the potential work available is being converted to useful work at higher speeds. There are,
however, diminishing returns to this phenomena at lower pressure ratios since part of the
energy extracted from the fluid is now needed to recompress the fluid in order to achieve
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the line discharge pressure at the exhaust port (see discussion of under-expansion vs.
over-expansion in section 6.2).

Figure 5-8: Expander power output as a function of pressure ratio for various expander
speeds.

Figure 5-9 plots the expander power output as a function of the refrigerant mass
flow rate. At the same mass flow rate, the power output tends to decrease with increasing
expander speed. This points to the fact that the expander power output decreases with
decreasing fill factor. However, the expander efficiency does not necessarily decrease
with decreasing fill factor, as long as the fill factor is above unity (Woodland et al., 2012).
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Figure 5-9: Expander power output as a function of refrigerant mass flow rate for various
expander speeds.

Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 show the overall isentropic efficiency of the
expander as a function of the pressure ratio and volume ratio imposed across the
expander, respectively. Note that the built-in volume ratio of the spool expander was 3.1,
corresponding to a pressure ratio of approximately 3.15 for the prevailing operating
conditions. While Figure 5-8 showed the power developed by the expander increasing
monotonically with increasing pressure ratio, Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 show that the
overall isentropic efficiency has a peak that is close to its built-in volume ratio (and
corresponding pressure ratio). The true maximum efficiency occurs at an expansion ratio
slightly higher than the built-in volume ratio in order to compensate for suction pressure
drop and internal leakage. At expansion ratios higher than the built-in volume ratio, the
performance degradation is not severe. This means that the expander is able to capture
some of the higher potential available in the fluid stream, but is able to do so less
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efficiently with increasing volume ratio. At volume ratios less than the built-in volume
ratio, there is a steep drop in efficiency due to over-expansion losses (see section 6.2). In
general, the isentropic efficiency would be expected to improve as the expander speed
increases to a value closer to the design operating speed of the machine (1750 rpm).
However, Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 show considerable scatter in this regard due to the
variation of other operating conditions, including the suction pressure and temperature
and the mass flow rate of the refrigerant. These influence the fill factor of the device,
leading to considerable differences in performance even at the same expander operating
speed.

Figure 5-10: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of pressure ratio for various
expander speeds.
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Figure 5-11: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of volume ratio for various
expander speeds.

Figure 5-12 shows a contour plot of the expander overall isentropic efficiency as a
function of the fill factor and the expansion volume ratio. Note that the contours show
lines of constant isentropic efficiency, which are interpolated using a cubic spline
function. Although Figure 5-12 shows some scatter, the general trend points to better
efficiencies at higher expansion ratios (closer to the built-in volume ratio) and fill factors
closer to unity. Some of the scatter is explained by the high experimental uncertainty at
low volume ratios – as inferred from Figure 5-11. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 5-13,
the inlet specific volume decreases significantly as the refrigerant mass flow rate (i.e.
pump speed) increases. This meant that the fill factor stayed in a narrow range at the
various test conditions. The pump could not displace enough volume to achieve the same
expander inlet densities at lower filling factors (where the expander speed was high). If
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data could be obtained at filling factors closer to unity using a larger pump, a fuller
exploration of the efficiency trends could be performed.

Figure 5-12: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of fill factor and volume ratio.
Contours show lines of constant isentropic efficiency.
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Figure 5-13: Refrigerant mass flow rate vs. suction specific volume at various expander
speeds.

5.3

Model Tuning and Validation
The experimental program provides key data to validate and tune the model. For a

given set of input parameters and operating conditions, the specific primary output
parameters to validate the model include the mass flow rate through the expander, the
discharge temperature at the expander outlet, and the shaft power produced by the
expander. These are primary output parameters because they are directly measured by the
instrumentation placed on the device or load-stand. For example, the mass flow is
measured using a Coriolis-type flow meter mounted on the load stand; the shaft power is
derived from the measured torque and rotational speed from a torque cell and encoder
mounted on the expander shaft, respectively; and the discharge temperature is measured
from thermocouples in contact with the fluid stream at the expander outlet. The expander
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shell temperature, measured by thermocouples placed on the expander manifold, can also
be considered a primary output parameter. These measurements are sufficient for a high
level validation of the model. However, they do not provide for a detailed validation at
the sub-model level. Precise validation at the sub-model level would require, for example,
instrumentation to be placed inside the working chambers of the expander or the design
of separate sub-component test facilities in order to validate the physical phenomena
occurring inside the machine. Given that the tested expander was a first prototype of a
novel concept, sub-model level validation was determined to be infeasible by the project
sponsor. Nevertheless, a high level validation using experimental data provides sufficient
information to ascertain the integrity of the model.
Figure 5-14 shows a comparison of the predicted and measured mass flow rates
through the expander. Note that a comparison of mass flow rates effectively provides a
validation of the leakage model. The parameters used to tune the model predicted mass
flow rates, given in Appendix B, are the gap widths that correspond to the various
leakage paths in the device as described in section 4.4. A first approximation of the
leakage gaps was taken from the tolerances present during the manufacturing and
assembly of the device. These were then adjusted during the tuning process, although
care was taken to ensure the adjustment range for each variable was relatively narrow and
within the limits of what is physically likely during the manufacturing and assembling
process. However, a first comparison of model predicted and experimental data revealed
that the gap widths are a function of the operating conditions – something that is not
captured by the model. In particular, the tested spool expander seemed to exhibit a rather
peculiar characteristic of increasing gap widths with decreasing pressure ratio. This
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phenomenon has been encountered before by Chen et al. (2001), who attributed it to the
overturning moment present in the scroll compressor employed in their study. An
identical scenario is not likely to be present in the spool expander because the rotor is
supported by two sets of bearings on either side of the stator. Therefore, it is unlikely that
the spool rotor would tilt in the same manner as a scroll wrap. However, the reduction in
leakage gaps as the pressure ratio increases is likely to be due to the higher oil flow rates
through the expander observed at these conditions, which effectively fills the leakage
gaps and provides better sealing. Unfortunately, since the oil flow rates were not recorded
during the experimental program, it is not possible to quantify this effect. Nevertheless,
the effective gap widths were corrected using the following linear function:



eff

   g cf
i



P 
g cf   0.6  suc   2.6 
P 


 dis 


0.8  g cf  1.2

(5.13)

where δeff is the effective gap width corresponding to leakage gap δi. The post-tuning
results, given in Figure 5-14, shows very good agreement with the experimental data over
a wide range of operating conditions.
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Figure 5-14: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured mass flow rate at
various operating conditions.

Figure 5-15 shows a comparison of the predicted and measured expander
discharge temperature. Together with the expander shell temperature, shown in Figure
5-16, this serves to validate the heat transfer sub-model as well as the overall energy
balance across the entire comprehensive model. The tuning parameters used to adjust the
model predicted temperatures, shown in Appendix B, are the heat transfer coefficient
from the expander shell to the ambient environment and the radial distribution of the shell
temperature around the cylinder. Note that the friction parameters also indirectly affect
the discharge temperature and the shell temperature because the frictional losses
manifests itself as heat. Both Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 show good agreement between
model predicted and experimental data, with the mean average error under 3K in both
cases.
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Figure 5-15: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured discharge
temperature at various operating conditions.

Figure 5-16: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured expander shell
temperature at various operating conditions.
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A comparison of expander power output serves to validate the friction sub-model.
The tuning parameters used to adjust the model, shown in Appendix B, are the various
parameters that are responsible for the frictional phenomena described in section 4.6.
Figure 5-17 shows a comparison of the predicted and measured expander power output.
Note that two anomalous points that are poorly predicted by the model are shown in blue.
At first glance, a mean average percent error (MAPE) of 25% points to the conclusion
that the model is not effective in predicting the expander power output. However, the
error is driven by the two anomalous points; removing these two points from the data set,
as shown in Figure 5-18, results in much better model prediction with a MAPE closer to
10%. Note that the two anomalous points are at highly off-design conditions: an expander
designed for an output of 50 kW is operating at less than 5 kW at these conditions. It is
likely that some physical phenomena occurring at these highly off-design conditions is
not being captured by the model. Notably, the expander was observed to vibrate
significantly more at these operating conditions, perhaps pointing to a resonant frequency
or other dynamic phenomena not included in the friction sub-model. High vibration can
also affect the valve performance due to interference with the electronic feedback loop
mechanism. It is also worth emphasizing that although the percentage error at these
points is large, the absolute error in kW is comparable to other points in the data set.
Moreover, aside from these two data points, the model accurately predicts the trend in
power output over a large range of operating conditions.
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Figure 5-17: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured shaft power at
various operating conditions. Anomalous data points are indicated in blue.

Figure 5-18: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured shaft power with
anomalous data points removed.
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Figure 5-19 shows a comparison of the measured and model predicted fill factor. The fill
factor is a secondary output parameter, in that it is not directly measured but rather
constituted by combining the primary output measurements. The fill factor is essentially a
measure of the volumetric efficiency of the device and provides for secondary validation
of the mass flow and leakage models. Figure 5-19 shows good agreement of the
experimental and model predicted data.

Figure 5-19: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured fill factor at various
operating conditions.

Figure 5-20 shows a comparison of the measured and model predicted overall
isentropic efficiency. Like the fill factor, the overall isentropic efficiency is a secondary
output parameter that encompasses all the primary output parameters. Figure 5-20 shows
the two anomalous points, which are the same corresponding points shown in Figure 5-17.
Removing these points from the data set, as shown in Figure 5-21, results in good
prediction of overall isentropic efficiency over a substantial range. Note that the large
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uncertainty bars are driven by the sensitivity of the inlet and outlet enthalpies to the
temperature uncertainty, and due to the fact that they encompass the uncertainty in all the
other parameters.

Figure 5-20: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured overall isentropic
efficiency at various operating conditions. Anomalous data points are indicated in blue.
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Figure 5-21: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured isentropic efficiency
with anomalous data points removed.

Overall, the results of the model tuning process and comparison with
experimental results provided confidence that the simulation model is robust. With the
validity of the model having been confirmed by the experiments, the model can be used
to understand and characterize the performance of the spool expander on a more detailed
level.
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CHAPTER 6. ROTATING SPOOL EXPANDER MODEL RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS

The comprehensive model provides a valuable tool to characterize the
performance of the spool expander, and study the impact of various design variables on
the performance of the machine. The “base-case” results are for the tested 50 kW
expander operating at design conditions, with the geometry and tuned parameters listed in
Appendix B. Note that none of the operating conditions in the experimental program
exactly matched these design conditions. Rather, the results presented in this section
examine the performance of the current expander if it were operating at design conditions.
Before examining the various results emanating from the spool expander model, it
is useful to understand the evolution of the refrigerant gas in the various chambers as
shown in Figure 6-1, Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3. The charge fills the suction chamber
after it passes the suction port (at θ=54º) until it transitions into the expansion chamber at
θ=180º. The gas then expands in the expansion chamber. As the vane passes the
discharge port at θ=300º, some of the gas begins to leave the expansion chamber as it
communicates with the line discharge pressure. At θ=360º, the expansion chamber
transitions into the discharge chamber and gas continues to flow out of it. As the trailing
edge of the vane (denoted B in the figures) passes the discharge port, any gas remaining
in the discharge chamber may be forced through the leakage path at the TDC. At θ=540º,
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the expansion process is complete and begins once again. Note that while the expansion
process takes one and a half rotations to complete, the processes in all chambers are
periodic about every half rotation (i.e. for each rotation, there are two suction, expansion,
and discharge processes). Therefore, the results for half a rotation are sufficient to
characterize the system. The expansion process can be viewed as 180 degrees “ahead” of
the suction process and the discharge process 360 degrees “ahead” of the suction process.

Figure 6-1: Evolution of the charge in the suction chamber from θ=0 to θ=3π/4.
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Figure 6-2: Evolution of the charge in the expansion chamber from θ= π to θ=3π/4.
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Figure 6-3: Evolution of the charge in the discharge chamber from θ= 2π to θ=11π/4.

6.1

Mass Flow Results
Figure 6-4 shows the mass flow rates into and out of the three working chambers

of the expander at design conditions. In the context of the discussion above, the
expansion chamber is 180 “ahead” of the suction chamber, and the discharge chamber is
360 degrees “ahead” of the suction chamber. Therefore, the expansion outlet process can
be viewed as beginning at 270 degrees and the discharge outlet process at 360 degrees.
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However, since multiple chambers exist simultaneously at any given instant, the chosen
axis is from 0 to 180 degrees. This is sufficient to characterize all the processes because
they are simultaneously occurring in adjacent chambers.

Figure 6-4: Mass flow rates into and out of each of the working chambers as a function of
crank angle at design conditions.
There are several interesting features observable in Figure 6-4. The initial peak in
the suction inlet process (at roughly 60 degrees) is due to the suction chamber initially
drawing a vacuum before the vane passes the suction port. As the vane passes the suction
port, the charge rushes in, causing a spike in the mass flow rate into the suction chamber.
There is no charge that flows into the expansion chamber, indicating a welldesigned valve timing mechanism. Any charge that enters the expansion chamber would
be due to the fact that the suction valve opens before the vane passes the trailing edge of
the suction port (see Figure 4-15). This would represent a loss – injecting directly into the
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expansion chamber allows the gas to interact prematurely with the line discharge pressure
and does not fully extract the useful work potential contained in the gas.
The mass flow out of the expander shows a relatively smooth profile, indicating
the charge is interacting with a line discharge pressure that is equal to the chamber
pressure at the beginning of the discharge process. This means that the charge is perfectly
expanded i.e. the expander is well matched to the operating conditions. It is important to
re-emphasize that this is a base case model result: none of the operating conditions in the
experimental program matched these conditions due to poor system control.
The mass flow rates in the discharge chamber reveal lost potential. From the
examination of Figure 6-1, Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, it can be observed that the
maximum volume in the expansion chamber occurs at 90 degrees (or commensurately at
270 degrees). It is at this point that as much of the charge as possible should be
discharged. This is because beyond this point, the expansion volume shrinks and leads to
recompression of the charge contained in the expansion chamber. This is referred to as a
pumping loss – some of the work that was previously extracted from the fluid needs to be
re-added to the fluid to push it out of the discharge chamber. In practice, pushing all of
the charge out at the instant of maximum expansion volume (at θ=90º in this case) is
impossible. A more realistic objective would be to push as much of the charge out as
possible from the expansion chamber, leaving little or no charge to be pushed out of the
discharge chamber. However, the result in Figure 6-4 shows that this is not the case: the
magnitudes of the flow rates of the charge leaving the expansion chamber and discharge
chamber are very similar. Furthermore, the cut-off in mass flow out of the discharge
chamber at roughly 126 degrees reveals that there is a significant amount of charge
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remaining in the discharge chamber after the vane passes the discharge port. This residual
charge is re-compressed and pushed through the TDC. It can be inferred, therefore, that
the pumping losses are significant. Although this is a challenging design variable to
resolve, future design iterations should consider ways in which the charge leaving from
the expansion chamber (beyond θ=90º) is maximized. This can include making the
discharge port as large as possible or introducing additional scavenge ports near the TDC.
Figure 6-5 shows a P–V diagram of the expansion process. It constitutes the
perfectly expanded “base case” for the spool expander design. The sudden drop in
pressure at the beginning of the suction process is due to the suction chamber pulling a
partial vacuum until the vane tip passes the suction valve opening, and fresh charge
begins to fill the suction chamber. This is the reason behind the mass flow spike in the
suction chamber observed in Figure 6-4. The “bump” in the suction pressure at a volume
of roughly 0.3m3 is due to the recompressed charge entering the suction chamber.
Correspondingly, the pressure spike at the end of the discharge process is due to
recompression of the charge, and due to the fact that some residual charge remaining in
the discharge chamber as the vane tip passes the trailing edge of the discharge port is
forced past the TDC.
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Figure 6-5: P–V diagram of expansion process at design conditions.
Figure 6-6 shows a T–V diagram of the expansion process. The spikes in the
temperature of the suction and discharge chambers at low volumes are for the same
reason as those described in the P–V diagram. However, the pumping loss is more
evident in this plot. The gradual rise in temperature from maximum volume to minimum
volume in the expansion and discharge chambers due to recompression is clearly
observable. This culminates in a dramatic rise in the discharge chamber temperature as
the residual charge is forced past the TDC. It also raises the question of how to assess the
energetic performance of the expander – namely, how to define the enthalpy of the fluid
exiting through the discharge port since the temperature (and hence enthalpy) of the
exiting fluid is different at each point during the discharge process. For this work, a massweighted average of the enthalpies of the exiting fluid is taken:
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Figure 6-6: T–V diagram of expansion process at design conditions.

6.2

Over-Expansion vs. Under-Expansion
It is useful to qualitatively assess the impact of the system imposed pressure ratio

and the design expander ratio when gauging the performance of the expander. A
quantitative assessment of this, along with further exploration, is presented in the form of
a parametric study in CHAPTER 7. For this analysis, the expansion ratio is an
independent design variable. Figure 6-5 showed a Pressure-Volume diagram for a spool
expander designed for a 50 kW output with a pressure ratio of 3.1. Holding all other
parameters constant, Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-9 show the same expander operating in a
system where the pressure ratio is 4.1 and 2.1 respectively.
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Figure 6-7 shows the under-expanded case since the system pressure ratio is larger
than the design expansion ratio of the machine. A key difference when comparing this
result to the base case is the sudden expansion of the charge at the end of the expansion
process. Since the built-in geometry of the expander cannot expand the gas to a low
enough pressure, as the vane tip passes the leading edge of the discharge port there is a
sudden expansion process as the gas communicates with the line discharge pressure. This
results in a loss of recoverable work, and correspondingly, a loss in power output.
However, for this particular expander design, the suction process also does not exhibit a
significant “bump” at a volume of roughly 0.3x10-3 m3, as observed in Figure 6-5, due to
the recompressed charge entering the suction chamber. This is because the sudden
expansion of the charge at the end of the expansion process results in a surge of mass
flow out of the expansion chamber as seen in Figure 6-8. In turn, this results in less
residual charge being recompressed and forced through the TDC. This is a characteristic
of this particular expander; a well-designed discharge port would not display this benefit
for the under-expanded case.
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Figure 6-7: P-V diagram of expansion process for an under-expanded case.

Figure 6-8: Mass flow rates into and out of each of the working chambers as a function of
crank angle for the under-expanded case.
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Figure 6-9: P-V diagram of expansion process for an over-expanded case.
Figure 6-9 shows the over-expanded case since the system pressure ratio is
smaller than the design expansion ratio of the machine. In this case, the gas is expanded
to a pressure lower than the line discharge pressure, and has to be recompressed in order
to achieve a high enough pressure for the gas to be able to exit through the discharge port.
Over-expansion generally results in a steep drop in efficiency, since the pumping loss is
irreversible – more so than the expansion process for this machine – and is a direct
reduction on the power produced. This explains why the experimental tests presented in
section 5.2 shows a larger degradation in efficiency for the over-expanded case than the
under-expanded case. Therefore, from a design perspective, it is advisable to err on the
side of under-expansion than over-expansion. Similar conclusions regarding overexpansion and under-expansion have been presented by other authors (e.g. Woodland et
al., 2012 and Lemort et al., 2009). The relative contributions of the various phenomena
occurring in fully, under and over-expanded cases are explored further in section 7.1.1.
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6.3

Leakage Model Results
The comprehensive model also provides a useful tool to gauge the relative

influence of leakage parameters on the performance of the machine. Figure 6-10
illustrates the mass flow rates from the various leakage paths in the spool expander (for
the perfectly expanded base case) at various points in the rotation. Note the mass flow
rates shown in Figure 6-10 may be compared with those in Figure 6-4 for reference.

Figure 6-10: Leakage rates for spool expander from various leak paths at design
conditions.
A breakdown of the leakage losses, shown in Figure 6-11, clearly shows that the
leakage paths around the TDC and the barrel valve account for a far larger share of the
total leakage than other pathways. From a design perspective, therefore, it would be
advisable to minimize the clearance between the suction valve and the housing, the rotor
and stator and/or increase the stator relief rather than expend effort in other parts of the
machine to reduce leakage.
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Figure 6-11: Pie chart indicating the distribution of leakage losses in the spool expander
at design conditions.

Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 show the P–V and T–V diagrams, respectively, of
the expansion process in the limit that there is no leakage in the expander. The plots show
that a slight over-expansion for the base case conditions due to the fact that there is no
internal leakage, and therefore less charge to expand. The plots also show large spikes in
pressure and temperature toward the end of the discharge process. This is because the
residual gas remaining in the discharge chamber after the vane has passed the trailing
edge of the discharge port cannot be pushed across the TDC. Therefore, while reducing
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leakage gaps may be seen as a performance enhancing objective, sufficient design
consideration needs to be devoted to ensure that the discharge port is large enough that no
residual gas remains in the discharge chamber.

Figure 6-12: P–V diagram of expansion process with no leakage considered.

Figure 6-13: T–V diagram of expansion process with no leakage considered.
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6.4

Friction Model Results
The model also provides a useful breakdown of the frictional losses in the

machine, as shown in Figure 6-14. The face seal accounts for the largest share of the
frictional loss, with the viscous drag of the rotating endplate and the tip seal providing
significant contributions. In the case of the rotating endplate, some of the frictional losses
can be reduced by increasing the clearance between the endplate and the stator housing in
future design iterations. Mitigating the losses arising from the face seal is more
challenging because a reduction in friction is usually coupled with increased leakage
from this pathway.
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Figure 6-14: Pie chart indicating the distribution of frictional losses in the spool expander
at design conditions.

6.5

Overall Model Results
Figure 6-15 illustrates the total loss distribution occurring in the current expander

at design conditions, as predicted by the model. Internal leakage is the dominant loss
contribution, and is the primary reason for the poor performance of the machine. Figure
6-11 points to the TDC leakage as a particular concern. In this regard, the current
expander has a much larger TDC clearance than would normally be the case because of
the rework required from the rotor-stator contact as described in section 5.1.1.
Nevertheless, the sensitivity of the performance to this leakage path points to the need for
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a thorough analysis of tolerance stack-up that accounts for thermal expansion. This would
enable the TDC gap width to be minimized. Increasing the TDC relief length should also
be considered in a future prototype.

Figure 6-15: Pie chart indicating the work output and the distribution of all losses in the
spool expander at design conditions.

Figure 6-16 shows the evolution of the model predicted isentropic efficiencies
over the range of pressure ratios tested during the experimental program. The points are
exactly those studied during the experimental program. It provides a powerful indication
of the relative contribution of each of the loss terms over the course of the tests. Note that
the points marked on the plot indicate the model-predicted efficiencies of the actual data
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points collected during the experimental program (this deviates from the base case results
presented for the majority of this chapter). It can be seen that the relative contributions of
the loss terms stay fairly constant over the range of pressure ratios, with the exception of
leakage performance which seems to improve with increasing pressure ratio. This is
likely due to the fact there is a benefit from reduced recompression losses at higher
pressure ratios as discussed in section 6.2.

Figure 6-16: Evolution of the model predicted overall isentropic efficiency with the
imposed pressure ratio showing the cumulative contributions of the loss mechanisms. The
points are identical to those studied in the experimental program.

6.6

Suction Valve Kinematics
The model was also used to study the kinematics of the suction valve pin, which

in turn controls the suction valve mechanism. This pin failed during the shakedown tests
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as described in section 5.1.1, and consequently required a major redesign of the valve
mechanism. Figure 6-17 presents the displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk
profiles of the suction valve pin due to the cam-follower action. The acceleration and jerk
profiles are of particular interest, because they control the forces acting on the pin. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, a 4-5-6-7 polynomial cam profile was chosen because of the
continuous acceleration and jerk functions which are evident in Figure 6-17. However,
every time the acceleration of the follower (in this case the valve pin) changes sign, the
inertial force also does so. This causes the follower to abruptly shift from one side of the
cam groove to another – a phenomenon known as crossover shock. Groove cams
typically fail at the points where the acceleration reverses sign, due to many cycles of
crossover shock (Norton, 2009). Based on the above reasoning, the shift from one groove
surface to another would be at 65º and 155º (and correspondingly at 245º and 335º).
Evidence from the failed prototype, shown in Figure 5-3 and further described in
Appendix D, showed the effects of failure at close to these points, in accordance with the
model.
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Figure 6-17: Suction valve pin kinematics.
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CHAPTER 7. PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF THE SPOOL EXPANDER

The comprehensive model for the spool expander provides the opportunity to
conduct a sensitivity study on the impact of various variables on the performance of the
machine. These may organized along two themes: first, the impact of system level and
operating variables on the performance, and second, intrinsic design variables and their
potential modifications on performance. The goal of this analysis, therefore, is to arrive at
a basis for considerable improvements in a future expander iteration.

7.1

Sensitivity Analysis of System Operating Conditions on Performance
For the sensitivity analysis presented in this section, the post-tuning geometry and

design variables presented in Appendix B constitute the base case. The notable difference
is that the base case pressure ratio is changed to 3.7, for reasons given in section 7.1.1.
Table 7-1 presents the parameters and range of the variables studied for this analysis.
These are a reflection of what is the expander is expected to encounter in an operating
ORC system.
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Table 7-1: Parameter Values for System-Level Sensitivity Study.
Parameter
Parameter
Range
Pressure Ratio across Expander (-)
Shaft Speed (RPM)

7.1.1

2-5.5
200-3000

Influence of System-Imposed Pressure Ratio on Performance

Figure 7-1 shows the evolution of the model predicted isentropic efficiencies over
a range of pressure ratios with the various loss contributions indicated. Figure 7-2 shows
the corresponding curve as a function of volume ratio. Note that these curves cover a
much wider range than the data presented in Figure 6-16 and are run at the base case
conditions, rather than at the conditions of the experimental data points. Also note the
model is exercised beyond the range of the experimental program.
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Figure 7-1: Isentropic Efficiency as a function of system-imposed Pressure Ratio
showing cumulative loss contributions. The discharge pressure, suction superheat and
shaft speed are fixed. The gap-widths are identical to those of the tested expander, posttuning.
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Figure 7-2: Isentropic Efficiency as a function of system-imposed Volume Ratio showing
cumulative loss contributions. The discharge pressure, suction superheat and expander
shaft speed are fixed. The gap-widths are identical to those of the tested expander, posttuning.

Given that the built-in volume ratio is 3.1, it is clear from Figure 7-2 that the
peak efficiencies occur well beyond this. This is true even for the case without any
leakage, heat-transfer or frictional losses included and therefore merits further
exploration.
Figure 7-3 shows a comparison of the P-V curve for the fully, under and overexpanded cases. It is clear that there is a substantial pressure drop during the suction
process (roughly from a volume of 0m3 to 0.3x10-3 m3) for all the three cases. This causes
the peak efficiency to shift to the right of the built-in volume ratio (i.e. at a volume ratio
higher than the built-in volume ratio) and corresponding pressure ratio. However, it does
not explain the magnitude of the shift observed in Figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-3: P-V comparison of fully-expanded, under-expanded and over-expanded cases.

Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 show the mass flow out of the expansion and
discharge chambers, respectively, of all three cases. The phenomena put forward in
section 6.2 can be seen more clearly here: in the fully expanded case, the mass flow
profile out of the expansion chamber is smooth since the chamber pressure is equal to the
line discharge pressure. The mass flow profile for the under-expanded case results in a
sharp spike due to the sudden expansion of the gas from the higher chamber pressure to
the lower line discharge pressure. For the over-expanded case, the outlet mass flow
process is delayed because the gas needs to be recompressed to the line discharge
pressure. Once it reaches that pressure, the mass flow process exhibits a flat profile.
These processes in the expansion chamber have consequences in the phenomena
occurring in the discharge chamber, as seen in Figure 7-5. The surge in mass flow out of
the discharge chamber in the under-expanded cases means that there is less residual mass
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left in the discharge chamber after the vane tip passes the discharge port (at 126 degrees
in Figure 7-5). This leads to less mass being recompressed through the TDC, and
constitutes an unintended benefit for the under-expanded case in the current expander.

Figure 7-4: Mass flow exiting from expansion chamber for the fully-expanded, underexpanded and over-expanded cases.
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Figure 7-5: Mass flow exiting from discharge chamber for the fully-expanded, underexpanded and over-expanded cases.
Figure 7-6 shows a T-V process diagram for the fully, under and over-expanded
cases. It can be seen that the under-expanded case exhibits a noticeably lower average
discharge temperature due to the sudden expansion process when the expansion chamber
comes into contact with the lower line discharge pressure. Note that while the
temperature for the over-expanded case also drops below the temperature indicated for
the fully-expanded case, there is no mass flowing out at this point. The charge is
recompressed before there is any flow out, by which point, the average discharge
temperature is slightly higher than for the fully expanded case. Therefore, since the
average temperature of the discharge process is lowest for the under-expanded case, the
resulting enthalpy difference results in an increased work output for this case. However,
it is important to emphasize that the sudden expansion process for the under-expanded
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case is not reversible – and so the discharge temperature does not drop below the
isentropic discharge temperature for the given inlet conditions.

Figure 7-6: T-V comparison of fully-expanded, under-expanded and over-expanded cases.

The above discussion details all the phenomena responsible for the fact that the
peak efficiency of the expander occurs at a substantially higher volume ratio that the
built-in volume ratio. Furthermore, Figure 7-2 indicates that the friction and heat transfer
losses decrease proportionally as the volume ratio increases. This means that peak
efficiencies when these losses are included lie even further to the right than when they are
not included. However, when leakage losses are included, the peak efficiency shifts back
toward the built-in volume ratio. The reason for this can be seen in Figure 7-7, which
shows the TDC and barrel valve losses for the three cases. Note that the TDC and barrel
valve leakage paths were chosen because they represent the largest losses in the expander.
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Figure 7-7: TDC and Barrel-valve leakage losses for fully-expanded, under-expanded and
over-expanded cases.
Since Figure 7-7 clearly shows leakage losses increasing with pressure ratio (i.e.
increasing between the over-expanded, fully-expanded and under-expanded cases). This
serves to balance the various phenomena that benefits the under-expanded cases, and
shifts the efficiency peak closer to the built-in volume ratio. Nevertheless, the outcome of
the study is remarkable: an expander designed for a volume ratio of 3.1 shows a peak
efficiency at a volume ratio of 4.2, and a corresponding pressure ratio of 3.7. The
magnitude of the efficiency gain is also substantial: moving from a volume ratio of 3.1 to
4.2 results in an efficiency gain on the order of 10%. Given this, it was decided to run all
subsequent sensitivity studies at a baseline pressure ratio of 3.7 in order to represent the
achievable performance with the current expander.
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7.1.2

Influence of the Expander Shaft Speed on Performance

Figure 7-8 shows the evolution of the model predicted isentropic efficiencies over
a range of expander shaft speeds for two cases: one in which leakage losses in the
expander are included, and a second in the limit at which there is no leakage. The
pressure ratio is fixed at 3.7 for all speeds.

Figure 7-8: Overall Isentropic Efficiency as a function of Expander Shaft Speed. The
pressure ratio is 3.7. The discharge pressure and suction superheat are fixed. The gapwidths are identical to those of the tested expander, post-tuning.

For the case where leakage losses are included, the efficiency shows a peak at
approximately 200 RPM. For the case with no leakage, the efficiency continues to
increase with decreasing shaft speed. In order to understand why, it is necessary to
introduce the Fill Factor as a proxy variable for the expander shaft speed. Based on the
analysis presented in section 5.2, the fill factor is defined as:
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(7.1)

The difference between Equation (7.1) and that presented earlier lies in the
evaluation of mass flow rate term in the numerator. In the earlier case, it was the
experimentally measured mass flow into the expander. In the case of Equation (7.1) used
for this analysis, it is the model predicted mass flow rate for the fixed pressure ratio and
baseline operating conditions. It is clear, therefore, holding all other variables constant,
increasing the expander speed decreases the fill factor as shown in Figure 7-9. Note that
in the limit of no leakage, all of the mass is flowing through the machine and so the fill
factor cannot exceed 1 based on the above discussion on how the mass flow rate is
evaluated.
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Figure 7-9: Expander Fill Factor as a function of Shaft Speed. The pressure ratio is 3.7.
The discharge pressure and suction superheat are fixed.

Since the fill factor is analogous to the volumetric efficiency in a compressor, and
is a direct function of the shaft speed, it is useful to examine the correlation between the
fill factor and the overall isentropic efficiency. These are shown in Figure 7-10 and
Figure 7-11 for the case which includes leakage losses and for the case without any
leakage losses, respectively. For the cases with leakage losses included, the peak occurs
at a fill factor slightly above unity. Note that the peak does not occur exactly at unity
precisely because of the leakage. This means that at fill factors slightly above unity, the
suction and expansion pockets are truly filled. At higher fill factors, the fluid bypasses the
expansion process, leading to a loss of potential work. At fill factors below unity, the
chambers are not sufficiently filled with refrigerant charge, leading to higher specific
parasitic and motoring losses. This is the reason that efficiency begins to drop sharply for
fill factors below unity, while the drop off above unity is more gradual.
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Figure 7-10: Overall Isentropic Efficiency as a function of Expander Shaft Speed with
leakage losses included. The pressure ratio is 3.7. The discharge pressure and suction
superheat are fixed. The gap-widths are identical to those of the tested expander, posttuning.

Figure 7-11: Overall Isentropic Efficiency as a function of Expander Shaft Speed with no
leakage losses. The pressure ratio is 3.7. The discharge pressure and suction superheat are
fixed.
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For the case without any leakage losses included, the efficiency rises steadily as
the fill factor tends to unity. However, note that fill factors close to unity occur at very
low expander speeds for this case, and it is likely that friction mechanisms not accounted
for in the comprehensive model would begin to dominate in this scenario. Since there is
no leakage, all the charge must flow through the machine – leading to better efficiencies
as the specific work output (work output per unit of refrigerant mass flow) increases.
Therefore, it can be inferred that a better designed expander with smaller leakage losses
would need to operate at a lower filling factor (and therefore lower speed) to achieve
peak efficiency.
Figure 7-12 shows the corresponding power output for the range of expander
speeds presented in this section. As expected, the power output rises with expander speed
for both cases. However, the power output for the case with no leakage losses included is
lower at the same expander speed due to the fact that the refrigerant mass flow rate is
lower. In summary, it is important to gauge the system level requirements – including
desired power output – and the specific leakage characteristics of the expander before
choosing an operating speed that achieves maximum efficiency.
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Figure 7-12: Expander Power Output as a function of shaft speed for the cases with
leakage and no leakage losses. The pressure ratio is 3.7. The discharge pressure and
suction superheat are fixed.

7.2

Sensitivity Analysis of Expander Design Variables on Performance
With the benefit of the understanding provided by analyzing the influence of

system level variables on the performance of the expander, it is now desirable to study
specific design variables that could influence the performance of the machine. Note that
when examining possible design improvements, it is important to bound the study based
on what it is possible from a manufacturing perspective. In this regard, the manufacturer
of the spool expander, Torad Engineering, was consulted before arriving at the range of
parameters presented in Table 7-2. Note that as in section 7.1, the sensitivity analysis
presented in this section is based on the post-tuning geometry and design variables
presented in Appendix B, except for the parameter being varied as given in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-2: Parameter Values for Expander Design Sensitivity Study.
Parameter
Parameter Range
TDC Gap Width (mils)

1 – 11.5

Discharge Port Extension (degrees)

From 270 to 306.4-358

Face seal bevel angle (degrees)

10-15

Spool end plate axial gap width

0.5-7.5

(mm)
Length to Diameter Ratio (-)

0.4 – 3

Eccentricity Ratio (-)

0.74 – 0.92

7.2.1

Influence of the TDC Gap Width on Performance

Based on the results presented in Figure 6-10, it is clear that the TDC is the
dominant leakage path in the expander. In addition, since the TDC clearance is larger
than would normally be the case because of the rework required from the rotor-stator
contact as described in section 5.1.1, it is important to quantify the benefit that could be
achieved in a future prototype iteration. Figure 7-13 shows the isentropic efficiency as a
function of the TDC gap width for the case where leakage losses are included and in the
limit at which there is no leakage for two cases: the first at a pressure ratio of 3.7, which
corresponds to the peak shown in Figure 7-1; and a second for a pressure ratio of 3.1,
which corresponds to the built-in volume ratio of 3.1 for the given operating conditions.
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Figure 7-13: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of TDC gap width for two
different pressure ratios. The discharge pressure, suction superheat and expander shaft
speed are fixed. The post-tuned TDC gap width of the tested expander is 11.6 mils.

Both cases which include leakage losses show substantial improvements as the
TDC gap width is reduced. This is because leakage losses are significantly reduced by
reducing the TDC gap width. However, at a TDC gap width of less than 1.5 mils, the
TDC friction starts to dominate, and reduces the benefits from lower leakage. Evidence
of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 7-14 and Figure 7-15 for the pressure ratios of 3.7
and 3.1 respectively.
For the cases with no leakage losses in Figure 7-13, the isentropic efficiencies
stay roughly constant over the range of the TDC gap widths until the frictional losses
start to dominate at a gap width below 1.5 mils. These lines offer a useful comparison of
how much the TDC leakage contributes to the overall leakage, and what could be
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possible in terms of efficiencies in the limit that all the other leakage losses were
removed.

Figure 7-14: Leakage and frictional losses at the TDC as a function of TDC gap width for
a pressure ratio of 3.7.

Figure 7-15: Leakage and frictional losses at the TDC as a function of TDC gap width for
a pressure ratio of 3.1.
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The results of the TDC gap study clearly show that the gap width has a large
influence on the overall isentropic efficiency. Given that the current model-predicted gap
width is over 10 mils, efficiency improvements of nearly 10 points are possible in future
prototypes. Designing a TDC gap width on the order of 1.5-2 mils is certainly possible
with careful analysis accounting for tolerance stack and thermal expansion of the rotor.

7.2.2

Influence of the Discharge Port Width on Performance

The results presented in Figure 7-5 showed that a substantial amount of charge
remains in the discharge chamber after the vane has passed the trailing edge of the
discharge port. This charge is then recompressed through the TDC region, which leads to
a pumping loss. Therefore, it is worth considering a scenario where the trailing edge is
extended from the current 306.4 degree in the baseline scenario up to near the TDC at
350 degrees. This effectively increases the discharge port area. Note the leading edge of
the discharge port is located at 270 degrees, which corresponds to the maximum volume
in the machine.
Figure 7-16 shows the mass flow out of the discharge chamber for the case
where the discharge port edge is located at 306.4 degrees and a second case where the
port is extended to 350 degrees. Clearly, extending the trailing edge of the discharge port
from 306 to 350 degrees results in substantially less residual charge remaining in the
chamber after the vane passes the trailing edge of the port.
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Figure 7-16: Mass flow exiting from discharge chamber for the nominal case where the
trailing edge of the discharge port is located at 306 degrees, and the case for which the
discharge port is extended to 350 degrees.

At first glance, extending the discharge port should improve the efficiency of the
expander since it should mean less mass being recompressed through the TDC. However,
this is not the case due to increased leakage as shown in Figure 7-17. As the discharge
port is extended, the leakage path from the suction port, around the TDC, and to the
discharge port becomes shorter. Since the TDC gap width is relatively large for the
current expander, this effect dominates the performance of the machine. This is seen in
Figure 7-18, which shows the P-V process diagram for the two cases. It is clear that the
suction process for the case in which the discharge port is extended to 350 degrees is
curtailed, pointing to a suction chamber that is not entirely filled with charge due to the
leakage. This leads to a more “compressed” P-V curve, and reduced work output.
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Figure 7-17: TDC leakage mass flow rate for the nominal case where the trailing edge of
the discharge port is located at 306 degrees, and the case for which the discharge port is
extended to 350 degrees. The post-tuned TDC gap width of 11.6 mils is used.

Figure 7-18: P-V process diagram for the for the nominal case where the trailing edge of
the discharge port is located at 306 degrees, and the case for which the discharge port is
extended to 350 degrees. The post-tuned TDC gap width of 11.6 mils is used. The
discharge pressure, suction superheat and expander shaft speed are fixed.
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Figure 7-19 presents the culmination of this study, which shows that the overall
isentropic efficiency actually shows a substantial decrease as the discharge port is
extended from its current location of 306.4 degrees to closer to the TDC. For the current
expander, therefore, it is not advisable to pursue this design change in the hope of
improving efficiency.

Figure 7-19: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of discharge port trailing edge
location for two different pressure ratios. The discharge port leading edge is located at
270 degrees. The post-tuned TDC gap width of 11.6 mils is used. The discharge pressure,
suction superheat and expander shaft speed are fixed.

7.2.3

Influence of the Face Seal Bevel Angle on Performance

In addition to improving the leakage performance using the techniques described
above, it is also important to examine if the frictional loss component of the expander can
be reduced. One variable that has a fairly large influence on the face seal friction, which
in turn is the largest frictional loss component, is the bevel angle shown in Figure 4-30.
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Changing the bevel angle effectively changes the axial load applied on the face seal.
Figure 7-20 shows the face seal friction loss as a function of the bevel angle. It is clear
that the face seal frictional loss increases linearly with the bevel angle, which in turn
reduces the isentropic efficiency as shown in Figure 7-21. However, there is
compensating effect of increased leakage with a smaller bevel angle, which is the reason
that the isentropic efficiency does not increase linearly with a decreasing angle in Figure
7-21. Nevertheless, for the present expander, the trend points to choosing the smallest
bevel angle possible. Due to manufacturing considerations, a limit of 10 degrees is the
smallest feasible angle.

Figure 7-20: Face seal frictional loss as a function of the seal bevel angle.
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Figure 7-21: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of the face-seal bevel angle.

7.2.4

Influence of the Spool End-Plate Gap on Performance

Figure 6-14 pointed to the fact that viscous drag due to the end plate rotating in a
pool of oil contributes significantly to the overall frictional loss in the spool expander.
Furthermore, Daily (1960) characterized these losses by examining the flow regimes
described by the ratio of axial to radial distances from the plate to the enclosure (the s/a
ratio in Figure 4-31). Given the importance of this loss mechanism, it is interesting to
examine if there is any efficiency gain due to increasing the radial gap.
Figure 7-22 shows that frictional loss due to the viscous drag decreases
exponentially as the axial gap width is increased. However, the current gap width is
3.5mm, leaving scarce room for further mitigating this loss mechanism. Note that the
abrupt change observed at a gap width of 5mm is due to a change in the fluid regime
characterized by the s/a ratio (Daily, 1960).
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Figure 7-22: End-plate frictional loss as a function of end plate axial gap width.

7.2.5

Influence of the Length to Diameter Ratio and the Eccentricity Ratio on
Performance

Another approach to improving the efficiency of the expander is to make
wholesale changes to the geometry of the machine for a fixed volumetric displacement.
In this regard, two ratios are useful to use to compare different spool geometries: the
eccentricity ratio and the length-to-diameter ratio. The eccentricity ratio is defined as:
eratio 

Rrotor
Rstator

(7.2)

For a fixed displacement, therefore, a larger eccentricity ratio implies a larger diameter.
The length-to-diameter ratio is defined as:
h
L
(7.3)
 stator
D 2  Rstator
A manipulation of the length-to-diameter ratio scales the spool expander horizontally.
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In general, as the length-to-diameter ratio decreases, the face seal diameter must
increase – which leads to higher frictional losses. It also tends to increase the leakage
through the face seal. However, lower length-to-diameter ratios for a given eccentricity
ratio leads to a smaller frictional area of the vane. This tends to decrease the vane friction,
which somewhat balances the effect of increased seal friction (Bradshaw, 2014). Perhaps
most importantly for the current expander, a smaller length-to-diameter ratio and larger
eccentricity ratio leads to a larger leakage path across the TDC. This would be effective
in reducing the leakage in this region. Note, however, that a larger eccentricity ratio
means that the vane must travel less inside the machine. The interaction of these various
phenomena merits a study that takes into account the two ratios as independent variables
in the design of the machine.
Figure 7-23 shows the overall isentropic efficiency of the spool expander as a
function of the length-to-diameter and eccentricity ratios. Note that the contours represent
the overall isentropic efficiency based on the given scale. It is clear that the peak
efficiencies occur at small length-to-diameter ratios and moderate eccentricity ratios. In
order to understand how the major loss mechanisms influence this result, it is necessary
to normalize their constituent terms in the following manner: The normalized leakage is
defined as the total leakage divided by the total working fluid flow rate through the
expander:
mleakage,normalized 

mleakage,total

(7.4)
mwf
The normalized friction is the total frictional loss divided by the total power output of the
expander:
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W friction,normalized 

W friction,total
Wshatft ,total

(7.5)

The normalized heat transfer is the total heat loss divided by the total power output of the
expander:

Qnormalized 

Qloss ,total
Wshaft ,total

(7.6)

Figure 7-23: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of length-to-diameter and
eccentricity ratios. The post-tuned TDC gap width of 11.6 mils is used. The displacement
of the expander is fixed.

Figure 7-24 shows the normalized leakage as a function of the length-to-diameter
and eccentricity ratios. It is clear the lowest leakage rates occur at the smallest length-todiameter and largest eccentricity ratios. This is because the TDC is the primary leakage
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mechanism in the current expander, and the combination of ratios described above tends
to reduce the leakage through this gap.

Figure 7-24: Normalized leakage as a function of length-to-diameter and eccentricity
ratios. The post-tuned TDC gap width of 11.6 mils is used. The displacement of the
expander is fixed.

Figure 7-25 and Figure 7-26 show the normalized heat transfer and friction,
respectively, as a function of the length-to-diameter and eccentricity ratios. They both
display similar trends: higher length-to-diameter ratios and moderate eccentricity ratios
lead to better heat transfer and friction performance. Therefore, it is clear that these loss
mechanisms tend to move the efficiency in the opposite direction to that of the leakage
losses. However, since leakage is the primary loss mechanism in the current expander,
the peak efficiency lies at the smallest length-to-diameter ratios and moderate eccentricity
ratios as shown in Figure 7-23.
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Figure 7-25: Normalized heat transfer as a function of length-to-diameter and eccentricity
ratios. The post-tuned TDC gap width of 11.6 mils is used. The displacement of the
expander is fixed.

Figure 7-26: Normalized friction as a function of length-to-diameter and eccentricity
ratios. The post-tuned TDC gap width of 11.6 mils is used. The displacement of the
expander is fixed.
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It is important to emphasize that the trends shown in Figure 7-23 through Figure
7-26 change significantly depending on the intrinsic design parameters chosen for each
sub-model. For example, Figure 7-27 to Figure 7-30 show the same plots for a better
designed expander with a smaller TDC gap width. In these plots, the smallest possible
TDC gap based on manufacturing considerations is chosen. Based on the manufacturer’s
experience the minimum TDC gap width for a given design is 0.5 mils plus 0.15 mil per
inch of rotor length:

TDC ,min  0.0005" 0.15  hrotor

(7.7)

It is clear that the leakage losses are no longer the dominant effect, and the
optimum lies at larger length-to-diameter ratios than that shown in Figure 7-23. Therefore,
it is important to consider what is possible from a design and manufacturing perspective
before selecting a specific aspect ratio of the machine. Nevertheless, given a fixed set of
intrinsic design variables, optimizing the length-to-diameter and eccentricity ratios can
lead to a tangible improvement in performance.
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Figure 7-27: Overall isentropic efficiency as a function of length-to-diameter and
eccentricity ratios for an expander with an improved TDC gap width of 1.5 mils. The
displacement of the expander is fixed.

Figure 7-28: Normalized leakage as a function of length-to-diameter and eccentricity
ratios for an expander with an improved TDC gap width of 1.5 mils. The displacement of
the expander is fixed.
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Figure 7-29: Normalized heat transfer as a function of length-to-diameter and eccentricity
ratios for an expander with an improved TDC gap width of 1.5 mils. The displacement of
the expander is fixed.

Figure 7-30: Normalized friction as a function of length-to-diameter and eccentricity
ratios for an expander with an improved TDC gap width of 1.5 mils. The displacement of
the expander is fixed.
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7.3

Improvement of Expander Performance
With the understanding and analysis provided by analyzing the influence of system

level variables as well as intrinsic design variables on the performance of the expander, it
is now possible to propose an expander design to achieve improved performance. As a
basis of comparison, the operating point chosen is the one for which the best performance
was achieved during the experimental program. Table 7-3 shows a list of parameters that
has been modified from the post-tuning variables given in Appendix B to achieve this
proposed design.

Table 7-3: Parameter Values used to improve expander performance.
Parameter
Parameter Value
Pressure Ratio (-)
Shaft Speed (RPM)
TDC Gap Width (mils)

3.23
1484
1.69

Bevel Angle (degrees)

10

Length to Diameter Ratio (-)

1.2

Eccentricity Ratio (-)

0.83

Figure 7-31 shows the loss distribution with the improved expander design
incorporating the parameters listed in Table 7-3. Figure 7-32 and Figure 7-33 show the
distribution of leakage and frictional losses, respectively, for the improved design.
Collectively, they show that achieving expander efficiencies of over 75%, as compared to
the current design which achieves ~60% efficiency, is imminently possible in a future
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prototype. Furthermore, the loss-breakdown is substantially different than that shown in
Figure 6-15. Leakage now accounts for a much smaller share of the overall loss, with
friction and heat transfer accounting for roughly the same percentage. Further
improvements to the machine rest upon the ability to further characterize the phenomena
occurring in the various loss mechanisms, and would require detailed validation on a submodel level.

Figure 7-31: Total work output and loss distribution for an improved expander design.
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Figure 7-32: Distribution of leakage losses in an improved spool expander design.

Figure 7-33: Distribution of frictional losses in an improved spool expander design.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1

Conclusion
A rotating spool expander, which forms the heart of an Organic Rankine Cycle

(ORC) system, was studied in detail. The spool expander itself is a novel machine, and
has not been characterized in detail before in this form. While other expander designs are
commercially available, the rotating spool expander provides intrinsic advantages in
terms of scalability, simplicity and cost, and could provide a unique solution for waste
heat recovery systems.
The comprehensive model, which includes sub-models for the geometry, mass
flow, leakage, heat transfer and friction, provided a robust framework to establish the
mechanics occurring inside the machine. The controlling mechanism – the rotary suction
valve – is entirely novel and controls the subsequent processes and fundamentally sets the
design and operating principle of the expander. The resulting mass and energy balances
from the comprehensive framework provide the ability to discern various phenomena in
detail, and gives physical value to the intrinsic design parameters. Furthermore, the
additive nature of the model provides the capability for further refinement as the
expander development process continues.
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An experimental ORC test stand was constructed in order to validate the
comprehensive model. Operating challenges from the initial shakedown tests necessitated
two major changes to the expander: an increased TDC clearance gap due to rotor-stator
contact, and an entirely new driving mechanism for the rotary suction valve. Data from
several test runs showed that the efficiency of the expander was generally sub-par and
some performance metrics exhibited erratic behavior. This was largely due to the
mismatch between the available operating conditions from the ORC test stand and the
expander design, the increased TDC clearance which resulted in an excessively “leaky”
expander, and the high vibration due to a lack of a dynamic balancing mechanism in the
expander. Isolation of parameters was particularly difficult given the number of variables
that need to be tightly controlled during system operation. Nevertheless, the experimental
data was sufficient for a proof-of-concept validation for a first prototype of the
technology. Furthermore, the data collected provided adequate basis to validate the model
and there was generally good agreement between the experimental and simulation data
when all the conditions were matched. In particular, the results provided high confidence
in the ability of the model to predict performance trends for a wide range of operating
conditions.
The validated model was extended to include a sensitivity study of various
system-level and design variables on overall expander performance. It showed that the
expander is very sensitive to the operating pressure ratio, and that the peak efficiency
occurs at a much higher pressure ratio than the design pressure ratio (corresponding to the
built-in volume ratio). The studies also showed that the performance could be
substantially improved by reducing the TDC gap width. Significant improvements are
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also possible by optimizing the length-to-diameter and eccentricity ratios of the machine.
Improving the frictional performance of the expander proved to be more challenging,
with only minor improvements accorded by reducing the bevel angle of the face seal.
The understanding provided by exercising the model formed a basis for an
improved expander design, which showed that expander efficiencies over 75% are
imminently possible. This puts the spool expander performance on-par or better than the
performance of commercially available scroll and screw expanders. Furthermore, the
spool expander is intrinsically scalable in the 50 kW – 200 kW range for which there are
many potential waste heat recovery applications, and for which there is a deficit of
expanders that are currently available. Therefore, with further development, widespread
adoption of the technology is feasible.

8.2

Recommendations for Future Work
While it is clear that the spool expander offers a potential solution for the

implementation of waste heat recovery systems in the 50 kW – 200 kW scale, several
improvements to the design of the machine could hasten its adoption. Before introducing
large scale changes, however, it is important to have a better experimental
characterization of the expander performance. This includes test data for a larger range of
operating conditions such as pressure ratios, fill factors and suction and discharge
pressures. This would involve building a far more controllable experimental test stand.
A second important future effort is to conduct a detailed validation at the submodel level. This would require specially designed experimental test facilities – for
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example, to test the face seal and TDC friction at various operating conditions. It would
also require instrumenting the expander so that it is possible to get process measurements
in the various working chambers. A validation at the sub-model level would provide a
deeper understanding of the physics occurring inside the machine. Furthermore, refining
the model based on detailed measurements would provide a high degree of confidence to
predict the performance of the various sub-components, and lead to further performance
improvements.
A third effort could be to investigate wholesale design changes to the machine. In
particular, the driving mechanism of the rotary suction valve provides an opportunity for
substantial improvements. The current motor driven solution used for these proof-ofconcept tests is likely to be too expensive, complicated and error-prone in a commercial
system. Therefore, an effort to replace it with a better designed and manufactured camfollower system or a gear train should be a priority. Replacing the current roller bearings
with a journal bearing and introducing a dynamic load balancing mechanism to mitigate
the high vibration also represent necessary efforts. These cumulative efforts would
provide an improved understanding of the spool expander and results in improved
performance.
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APPENDIX A . MODEL INPUTS FOR A BASE CASE 50 KW EXPANDER DESIGN

Table A-1: Overall geometry and operating inputs.
Parameter
Units
Value
Eccentricity

in

0.506

Stator radius

in

3.736

Rotor radius

in

3.250

Stator relief radius

in

3.251

Vane radius

in

3.661

Stator height (depth)

in

7.595

Spool end plate radius

mm

127

Spool end plate axial gap

mm

5

Design rotational speed

rpm

1750

Design pressure ratio

-

3.1

Table A-2: Vane geometry inputs.
Parameter
Units

Value

Vane Width

in

1.25

Vane tip angle

deg

13.8

Vane radius

in

0.25

Parameter

Table A-3: Thermodynamic inputs.
Units

Value

Evaporating temperature

F

225

Superheat temperature

R

15

Ambient temperature

F

70
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Table A-4: Suction and discharge port inputs.
Parameter
Units

Value

Radius of suction pipe

in

0.3

Length of suction pipe

in

3.813

Length of discharge port

in

3.01

Width of discharge port

in

2.1

Coefficient of velocity for ports

-

0.80

Coefficient of area for ports

-

0.85

Suction port leading edge location

deg

54

Suction port trailing edge location

deg

59

Discharge port leading edge location

deg

270

Discharge port trailing edge location

deg

306.4

Discharge port centerline angle

deg

323.44

Parameter

Table A-5: Suction valve inputs.
Units

Value

Suction valve opening length

in

1.65

Suction valve opening width

in

1.65

Parameter

Table A-6: Face seal inputs.
Units

Value

Face seal inner diameter

in

7.471

Face seal outer diameter

in

7.551

Face width

in

0.13

Face height

in

0.115

Face thickness

in

0.04

Bevel Angle

deg

15
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Table A-7: Suction valve cam and roller follower inputs.
Parameter
Units
Value
Motion Type

deg

4567 Polynomial

Total angular travel of valve pin

deg

29.8

Motion Duration for each follower rise / fall

in

90

Cam base circle

in

4.7805

Roller diameter

in

0.3125

Valve cylinder radius

in

0.8750

Horizontal eccentricity of valve center

in

4.1750

Vertical eccentricity of valve center

in

2.9980

Distance from valve center to roller center

in

0.3003

Table A-8: Leakage model inputs.
Parameter
Units

Value

TDC gap width

in

0.007

Tip seal gap

in

0.0005

Tip seal width

in

0.01

Vane gap

in

0.01

Vane length

in

0.486

Wraparound seal width

in

0.04

Wraparound seal gap

in

0.01

Face seal gap

in

0.00001

Barrel valve gap width

in

0.0015

Parameter

Table A-9: Heat transfer inputs.
Units

Value

Radial Temperature Gradient

K

1.65

Natural convection coefficient from cylinder
to ambient

W/m2-K

35

Surface area of spool manifold

in2

414.3
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Parameter

Table A-10: Friction inputs.
Units

Value

Parasitic Torque

inlbf

0

Film fraction

-

0.01

Vane friction coefficient

-

0.2

Face seal friction coefficient

-

0.01

Bevel friction coefficient

-

0.01
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APPENDIX B . POST-TUNING MODEL INPUTS

The parameters used to exercise the tuned model are identical to those given in Appendix
A, except for the variables given in Table B-1.

Parameter

Table B-1: Tuned variables.
Units

Value

TDC gap width

in

0.0116

Tip seal gap

in

0.000394

Barrel valve gap width

in

0.003

Vane gap

in

0.005

Wraparound seal gap

in

0.0359

Radial Temperature Gradient

K

5.1

Natural convection coefficient from cylinder
to ambient

W/m2-K

5.19

Parasitic Torque

inlbf

1

Film fraction

-

0.06

Vane friction coefficient

-

0.1

Face seal friction coefficient

-

0.002

Bevel friction coefficient

-

0.09
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APPENDIX C . DATA FROM EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

Run
index

Pexp,suc

Pexp,dis

Table C-1: Experimental test data.
(psi) Texp,suc
Texp,dis Expander Refrigerant mass

(psi)

(°F)

(°F)

speed

flow

(RPM)

rate (lbm/min)

Torque (Nm)

1

166.4

72.3

228.16

181.55

1113

91.75

22.31

2

195.2

77.2

224.78

182.87

1307

124.23

33.45

3

203.1

71.1

221.82

169.78

1162

118.92

111.26

4

244.1

76.6

224.25

167.25

1158

144.03

154.60

5

302.1

93.6

207.85

147.36

1484

264.51

211.22

6

369.4

109.1

198.49

128.51

1452

359.58

266.76

7

302.0

104.3

213.36

157.59

1461

263.07

192.14

8

142.5

70.4

225.06

196.15

1506

105.82

30.28

9

190.1

77.8

223.85

183.23

1457

143.86

85.50

10

233.3

85.7

224.69

176.83

1446

182.17

134.56

11

182.9

89.6

227.21

202.13

1598

155.38

34.14

12

227.5

101.2

223.22

193.32

1607

199.31

64.63

13

270.5

112.6

223.90

188.07

1550

245.10

107.43

14

307.3

125.6

228.40

189.82

1633

298.29

125.25

15

376.4

115.1

203.63

143.44

1450

399.34

253.10

16

179.2

86.0

224.49

202.47

1704

165.96

28.27

17

214.7

94.3

222.22

194.95

1731

208.39

54.23

18

242.4

104.9

227.89

191.36

1136

167.35

93.07

19

188.6

93.5

226.24

202.44

1416

152.82

35.75

20

241.8

69.4

219.01

149.95

1079

109.23

133.11
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APPENDIX D . CAM-FOLLOWER FAILURE DESCRIPTION

The following pictures illustrate the failure of the cam-follower mechanism during the
shakedown tests.

Figure D-1: Failure of barrel valve due to impact of roller pin.
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Figure D-2: Abrasion on cam-groove due to crossover shock.

Figure D-3: Illustration of roller in groove.
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APPENDIX E . EXPANDER VIBRATION DESCRIPTION

The following picture illustrates the effects of excessive expander vibration during
operation.

Figure E-1: Failure of torque-cell couplings due to excessive vibration of expander.
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